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Bibliography on Labor and Wages, 60 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Nauchno-Issledovatelskii Institut, Voprosy Truda, No 1, 1958, pp 203-244.

RUSSIAN, bk, Obzhig Tsinkovykh Kontseotv v Kipyashchem Sloye, Chap. XIV, 1959, pp 205-211.


RUSSIAN, bk, Sotsialisticheskoye Preobrazovaniye Sel'skogo Khoozayastvo v KPN, 1960, pp 1a-207.
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by G. I. Pogodin-Alekseyev.
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RUSSIAN, per, Aviatsionnaya Prom, No 3, 1958, pp 69-75.

RUSSIAN, per, Aviatsionnaya Prom, No 5, 1958, pp 24-27.

The EMU-8 Electronic Analog Computer, 3 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Avtomatika i Telemekh, No 3, 1960, pp 429, 430.
Fixed Capacitors, 16 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Automatika, Telemekh i Svyaz', No 4, 1960, pp 40-44.

RUSSIAN, per, Byul Nauch Informatsii - Trud i Zarabotnaya Plat, No 1, 1960, pp 10-16.

Automatic Lines 1L66, 1L67, 1L67a and 1L69, by Yu. V. Naydin, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Byul Tekh-Ekon Informatsii, No 12, 1959, pp 13-20.

RUSSIAN, per, Byul Tekh-Ekon Informatsii, No 12, 1959, pp 24-26.


RUSSIAN, per, Ekonom Sel'skogo Khoz, No 5, 1960, pp 37-43.

RUSSIAN, per, Elektrichesstvo, No 7, 1960, pp 86-89.

RUSSIAN, per, Elektrichesstvo, No 8, 1960, pp 22-28.
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RUSSIAN, per, Gornyy Zhur, No 7, 1959, pp 47-50.

Highly-Productive Hardness Testers Are Needed, by B. N. Vorontsov, 3 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Izmeritel Tekh, No 4, 1960, pp 17-19.

RUSSIAN, per, Izmeritel Tekh, No 4, 1960, pp 62, 63.

Spectrographic Study of Rare and Dispersed Elements in Dzhezkazgan Copper Ores, by T. A. Satpayeva, S. K. Kalinin, E. Ye. Payn, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk Kazakh SSR, Ser Geol, No 2, 1959, pp 71-74.

The Sovnarkhoz as an Organ of State Administration and Questions on Its Structure, by N. A. Volkov, 13 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved, Pravovedeniye, No 2, 1960, pp 42-50.
**USSR Economic (Contd)**

AKAV-15 and AKAU-30 Ammonia Compressor-Condenser Units With Accessory Equipment, 4 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kholodil'naya Tekh, No 2, 1960, pp 77-79.

RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 3, 1960, pp 22-.

Continuous Mass Production of Cultivator Parts, by Yu. I. Naumov, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Mashinostroitel', No 1, 1960, pp 3, 4.
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Along the Way to Technical Progress, by V. A. Ivanov, 4 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Mashinostroitel', No 2, 1960, pp 3, 4.
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RUSSIAN, per, Mashinostroitel', No 2, 1960, pp 7-9.

RUSSIAN, per, Mashinostroitel', No 2, 1960, pp 14-17.

Metal Ceramics and Carpon in Friction Units of Agricultural Machines, by V. S. Kreshchik, O. G. Klimenko, A. V. Tiratsuyan, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Mashinostroitel', No 2, 1960, pp 31-33.
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RUSSIAN, per, Mashinostroitel', No 2, 1960, pp 42-43.

Rostec'mash Plant Holds Conference on Continuing Basis, by S. L. Sarmakeshev, 3 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Mashinostroitel', No 2, 1960, pp 45, 46.

RUSSIAN, per, Mashinostroitel', No 2, 1960, pp 47, 48.

New Machines, Apparatuses, and Instruments, 4 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Mashinostroyeniye, No 3, May/June 1960, pp 43-46.

RUSSIAN, per, Met i Gid, No 6, 1960.

RUSSIAN, per, Mezhdunarodnyy Sel'skokhoz Zhur, No 3, 1960, pp 115-128.

The Construction of a Wide Pier at Novorossiysk, by I. Medovikov.
RUSSIAN, per, Morskoy Flot, No 3, 1960, pp 21, 22.

A New Harbor for the Black Sea Area, by A. Danishko.
RUSSIAN, per, Morskoy Flot, No 4, 1960, pp 23, 24, 31.

RUSSIAN, per, Nauch Dok Vysshey Shkoly, Econ Nauk, No 1, 1960.
USSR

Economic (Contd)


The Economic Research Institute of the USSR State Planning Committee: American Economists on the Competition Between the USSR and the USA, 11 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Plan Khoz, No 1, 1960, pp 11-.

Mathematical Methods and the Requirements of Marxist Economics, by A. Boyaraskiy, 5 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Plan Khoz, No 1, 1960, pp 92-.


The Level of Labor Productivity in the USSR and the USA, by Ya. Yoffe, 8 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Plan Khoz, No 3, 1960, pp 45-.


In the Service of the National Economy, by Ch'e'en Hsuen-hsien, 4 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Priroda, No 10, 1959, pp 67-69.

The Atomic Icebreaker, by Yu. I. Klimov, 4 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Priroda, No 12, 1959, pp 35-40. 9071105
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RUSSIAN, np, Prom Ekonom-Gazeta, 1 Apr 1960, pp 2.

Plant News (New Electrical Products), 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Prom Energetika, No 3, 1960, pp 56, 57.

Corn Silage as a Staple Fodder for Sheep, by I. V. Khadanovich, P. A. Chyev, A. P. Dokukin, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sel'skoye Khoz Severnogo Kavkaza, No 1, 1960, pp 34-37.

RUSSIAN, per, Shkola i Proiz, No 2, 1960.

Organized Recruitment of Workers, by V. Moskalenko, 4 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sotsialisticheskii Trud, No 4, 1960.

Fish Farming -- An Important Source for Increasing Food Resources, by S. Alekseyev, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sovet Torg, No 8, 1958, pp 12-15.

Shortening of Working Time and Regulation of Wages on Sovkhozes, by V. S. Zakladnaya, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sovkhoz Proiz, No 6, 1960, pp 14-18.

Conference of Radio and Television Broadcast Workers, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Tekhnika Kino i Televideniya, No 3, 1960, pp 93, 94.

RUSSIAN, per, Traktory i Sel'khозмашини, No 1, 1960, pp 1, 2.

RUSSIAN, per, Traktory i Sel'khозмашини, No 4, 1960, pp 1, 2.

Universal Machines are the Modern Answer to the Development of New Agricultural Equipment, by N. Ye. Rezuik, 3 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Traktory i Sel'khозмашини, No 4, 1960, pp 25, 26.

Nonferrous Alloys in Germany, by A. A. Bochvar, 3 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Tsvetnye Metally, No 3, 1946, pp 45-48.

RUSSIAN, per, Tsvetnye Metally, No 11, 1959, pp 65-77.

Methods of Increasing the Protein Content of Annual Fodder Crops, by M. P. Yelsukov, A. I. Tyutyunnikov, 12 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Sel'skokhoz Nauk, No 1, 1960, pp 36-44.

Multiple Carrier Haulage Must Be Put in Order, by L. Ivanov, P. Pal'kovskaya, 6 pp.
On the Methodology of Comparing Economic Indices of the USSR and the USA, by V. Starovsky, 11 pp.
RUSSIAN, per. Voprosy Ekonomiki, No 4, 1960, pp 103-.

Service of Accounting and Prognoses in Foreign Countries, by I. T. Polyakov.

The Largest Resource in Fodder Production, by I. D. Popovich, 3 pp.

Development of Domestic Resources by the Soviet Union to Cope With the East-West Economic Competition.
JAPANESE, per. Tairiku Mondai, Aug 1960, pp 25-32

Geodesy in the Service of the USSR Communist Economy.
POLISH, per. Przeglad Geodezyjny, Vol XXXII, No 3, 1960, pp 91-95. (Call No QA275, P97, Eng Tr).
USSR
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RUSSIAN, bk, Osnov Marksizma-Leninizma, 1959, pp 3-775.

Let Us Carry Out the Decisions of the July Plenum of the Central Committee CPSU, (4400-D/1).
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 11, 1960, pp 3-10.

The History of the CPSU and Contemporaneity, by B. Ponomarev, (4400-D/1).
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 11, 1960, pp 11-26.

State Security -- A National Affair, by N. Mironov, (4400-D/1).

Technical Progress and the Culture of Administration, by T. Timofeyevskiy, V. Vayze, (4400-D/1).
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 11, 1960, pp 49-56.

Concerning One Rural Rayon Committee, by A. Saar, (4400-D/1).
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 11, 1960, pp 57-68.

The Modern Epoch and the Creative Development of Marxism-Leninism, by A. Butenko, V. Pchelin, (DC-4400/2).
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 12, Aug 1960, pp 6-20.
USSR

Political (Contd)

Material and Moral Stimuli for Socialist Production, by O. Yurovitskiy, (DC-4400/2).
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 12, Aug 1960, pp 21-35. *

Natural Resources and the Building of Communism, by P. Antropov, (DC-4400/2).
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 12, Aug 1960, pp 36-42. *

The Participation of the Aktiv in the Work of the Leading Party Organs, by V. Gorin, (DC-4400/2).
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 12, Aug 1960, pp 43-52. *

Something New in an Old Kolkhoz, by I. Tsikoto, (DC-4400/2).
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 12, Aug 1960, pp 53-61. *

Concerning a Scientific Course on the Political Economy of Capitalism, by M. Dragilev, L. Dubinskiy, P. Kashutin, (DC-4400/2).
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 12, Aug 1960, pp 62-70. *

Scientific Research Into the History of the Great Patriotic War, by N. Pavlenko, Yu. Frantsev, (DC-4400/2).
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 12, Aug 1960, pp 71-80. *

The Outposts of Socialism in the East, by I. Pozdnyak, (DC-4400/2).
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 12, Aug 1960, pp 95-99. *

RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 12, Aug 1960, pp 100-110. *

On the Condition and Measures for the Improvement of Mass-Political Work Among the Working People of Stalinskaya Oblast, (DC-4331).
RUSSIAN, per, Partiynaya Zhizn', No 6, 1960, pp 23-32. *

RUSSIAN, per, Partiynaya Zhizn', No 10, 1960, pp 31-33. *
USSR

Political (Contd)

RUSSIAN, np, Sovet Latviya, No 130, 2 Jun 1960, p 2. JPRS 3842
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Current Economic Situation in Poland, by
Andrzej Karpinski, 14 pp.
POLISH, per, Gospodarka Planowa, Vol XV, No 2,

Limit Indices of Effectiveness and Their
Effect on Decisions in Production and
Foreign Trade, by Aleksander Rolow, 10 pp.
POLISH, per, Gospodarka Planowa, Vol XV,
No 2, Warsaw, 1960, pp 34-37.

Advance in Research on the Effectiveness of
Foreign Trade, by Bronislaw Majnigier, 11 pp.
POLISH, per, Gospodarka Planowa, Vol XV, No 2,

The Free Trade Area and Problems of Polish
Exports, by Halina Jaroslawska, 12 pp.
POLISH, per, Gospodarka Planowa, Vol XV, No 2,
Warsaw, 1960, pp 41-45.

Economic Problems in Coal Mining, by Tadeusz
Muszkiet, (NY 4875).
POLISH, per, Gospodarka Planowa, Vol XV,
No 4, 1960, pp 1-6.

Expansion of Chemical Exports, by T. B.
Kozlowski, (NY 4875).
POLISH, per, Gospodarka Planowa, Vol XV,

Problems of Agricultural Development in 1961-
1965, by Beleslaw Struzedk, (NY 4932).
POLISH, per, Gospodarka Planowa, Vol XV,

Plans for Development of Deep-Sea Fishing,
by Witold Strak, 8 pp.
POLISH, per, Gospodarka Rybna, Vol XII, No 2,
1960, pp 1-4.
Eastern Europe
Economic (Contd)

Agriculture and Forestry -- Present Data, and Future Plans for Increased Production, by Jozef Grodzki, 22 pp. POLISH, per, Gospodarka Wodna, Vol XX, No 1, 1960, Warsaw, pp 11-22. **JPRS 5497**

Land Improvement Cooperation Among Countries of CMEA, by Zygmunt Sochon, 12 pp. POLISH, per, Gospodarka Wodna, Vol XX, No 3, 1960, Warsaw, pp 111-113. **JPRS 5497**


Organization and Achievements of the Mining-Metallurgical Academy, by Wacław Rozanski, 6 pp. POLISH, per, Hutnik, Vol XXVII, No 3, 1960, pp 92-95. **JPRS**


Industrial Combines Are Technically Minded the Combine of Technological Thought, by Maria Leman, 6 pp. POLISH, per, Laczynosc, No 9, Feb 28, 1960, p 1. **USASIA**

In the Main Post Office at Belgrade, by Czesław Borski, 3 pp. POLISH, per, Laczynosc, No 48, Nov 29, 1959, p 4. **USASIA**

New Telephones for Greater Warsaw. POLISH, per, Laczynosc, No 49, Dec 7, 1958. **USASIA**
Eastern Europe

Economic (Contd)


The Ursus C-325 Tractor, by Robert Kacer, 6 pp. POLISH, per, Mechanizacja Rolnictwa, Vol VI, No 12, 15 Dec 1959, Warsaw, pp 27, 28.


Eastern Europe
Economic (Contd)

KMK-1100 Seed Separator, by Wladyslaw Greniuk, 4 pp.
POLISH, per, Mechanizacja Rolnictwa, Vol VII, No 1, 1960, Warsaw, pp 22, 23. JPRS 5496

POLISH, per, Miasto, Vol XI, No 1, 1960, Warsaw, pp 1-6. JPRS 5312


POLISH, per, Motoryzacja, Vol XV, No 5, 1960, Warsaw, pp 123, 124. JPRS 5400

POLISH, per, Motoryzacja, Vol XV, No 5, 1960, Warsaw, pp 126-129. JPRS 5400

Maintenance and Usage of Land Reclamation Equipment, by Ryszard Obracza, 10 pp.
POLISH, per, Nowe Rolnictwo, Vol IX, No 4, 1960, pp 28-31. JPRS 5413

Fruit and Vegetable Contracts, 5 pp.
POLISH, per, Plon, Vol XIX, No 10, 3 Mar 1960, pp 20, 21. JPRS 5347

POLISH, per, Postepy Nauk Rolniczych, Vol XII, No 1, Jan/Feb 1960, pp 3-20. JPRS 3864
Eastern Europe

Economic (Contd)


Workers' Meeting Discusses Current Tasks of Light Industry, by Maria Lewandowska, 9 pp.
POLISH, per, Przegląd Drobnej Wytwórczości, No 2, 1960, pp 4-6.


Description of Salt Deposits in Poland, by Jozef Poborski, 10 pp.
POLISH, per, Przegląd Gorniczy, Vol XVI, No 2, 1960, Katowice, pp 75-78.

POLISH, per, Przegląd Gorniczy, Vol XVI, No 3, 1960, pp 131-139.

Fifteen Years Investments in the Coal Industry, by Marian Rozanski, (NY-4782).

Mining Chemical Raw Materials, by Andrzej Smolarzki, (NY-4732).

- 45 -
Eastern Europe

Economic (Contd)


Long-Range Trends in the Development of Transportation in Poland, by Bekir Assanowicz, (NY-4977).
POLISH, per, Przeglad Kolejowy, Vol XII, No 6, 1960, pp 201-206.

Coordination of the New Freight Rates, by Tadeusz Krajecki, (NY-4901).
POLISH, per, Przeglad Kolejowy, Vol XII, No 7, 1960, pp 251-258.

POLISH, per, Przeglad Kolejowy Mechaniczny, Vol XII, No 7, 1960, pp 200-203.

Delivery Time for Railroad Shipments in Block Countries, by F. Swiderski, (NY-4924).

Basic Conditions and Directions of Development of Heavy Machine-Building, by Roman Sobolski, (NY-4721).


POLSISH, per, Przeglad Zbozowo-Mlynarski, No 1, 1960, pp 19, 20.
Eastern Europe
Economic (Cont'd)

POLISH, per, Przegląd Zbożowo-Kwarski, No 4, 1960, Warsaw, pp 105-107.

Furniture Industry in Czechoeslovakia, by Karel Rychtar, (NY-4917).

The "Calypso" Radio, by Andrzej Karge, 5 pp.


POLISH, per, Rudy i Metale Niezelazne, Vol V, No 1, 1960, Katowice, pp 11-16.

Key Problems of Forestry and Timber Industry Within the Long-Range Plans: A Resolution Adopted by the Polish Forestry Society at Its 25-26 September 1959 Conference, (NY-4945).

Current Problems of Forestry and Timber Industry Within the Long-Range Plan up to 1975, by Franciszek Krzyzak, (NY-4945).

The Requirements of Polish Foreign Trade for Small Tramp Ships, by H. Preiss, (NY-4870).
Eastern Europe

Economic (Contd)

Poland's Maritime Economy in 1959, 7 pp.

TEMA Transistor Production Plant, by Przemysław Rutkowski, (NY-JPRS).
POLISH, per, Technika i Gospodarka Morska, Vol XX, No 5, 1960, pp 130-133.

Poland's Iron Ore Imports -- Countries and Chemical Composition, by Tadeusz Dąbrowski, 12 pp.


Utilization of Operating Time in Rolling Mills in Ferrous Metallurgy, by Hubert Pabijanek, 8 pp.


- 48 -
Research on the Selling Price Index of Industrial Production, by Jan Iszkowski, (NY-4756).

Ecological Zoning of Agricultural Plants in Rumania, by O. Berbecel, Gh. Valuta, (DC-4485).

Achievements and Prospects in Industrial Steam Power Plants, by Ioan D. Stancescu, 8 pp.
RUMANIAN, PER, Energetica, Vol VIII, No 2, 1960, Bucharest, pp 49-52. JPRS 5535

Assembly Work at the "V. I. Lenin" Hydroelectric Plant at Bicaz, by N. Decusara, 4 pp.
RUMANIAN, PER, Energetica, Vol VIII, No 2, 1960, Bucharest, pp 89, 90. JPRS 5535

The Economic Advantage of Increased Wages and Awards in MTS, by I. Stanciu, (NY-4911).

Calculation of the Cost Price and of the Technical-Economic Indices in the Production of Rolled Products, by Vasile Dancan, Gheta Lascovics, (NY-4744).
RUMANIAN, PER, Metalurgia si Constructia de Masini, Vol XII, No 5, 1960, pp 22-23. *JPRS

Unification and Standardization of Types of Steam Turbines at Resita, by Mihai Voinea, (NY-4921).
RUMANIAN, PER, Metalurgia si Constructia de Masini, Vol XII, No 6, 1960, pp 525-531. *JPRS

- 49 -
Achievements in Electrification of Rumania, by V. Cucu, Gh. Iacob, I. Iordan, I. Velcea, (NY-4776).

Power Geography in Czechoslovakia, by Frantisek Kaboun, (NY-4777).

Improvements in Deep-Well Pumps, by V. Rosen, 16 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Petrol si Gaze, Vol XI, No 2, 1960, Bucharest, pp 63-69. JPRS 5535

RUMANIAN, per, Petrol si Gaze, Vol XI, No 2, 1960, Bucharest, pp 76-80. JPRS 5535

Investments in Agriculture, by I. Costea, (NY-4946).
RUMANIAN, per, Probleme Agricole, Vol XII, No 6, 1960, pp 56-63. *JPRS

RUMANIAN, per, Probleme Agricole, Vol XII, No 8, 1960, pp 17-23. *JPRS

The Importance of Establishing Consumption Norms to Save Materials, by S. Gheorghiu, 19 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Probleme Economice, Vol XIII, No 3, 1960, Bucharest, pp 59-73. JPRS 5496

Reduction of Specific Consumption in the Chemical Industry, by A. Constantinescu, 8 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Revista de Chimie, Vol XI, No 4, 1960, Bucharest, pp 193-196. JPRS 5497
Use of Industrial Wastes as Microelement Fertilizers, by S. Benari, 13 pp.

Anticorrosion Procedures and Systems Used at Navodari Superphosphate and Sulfuric Acid Plant, 14 pp.


Land Improvement in Romania, by C. Nicolau, (NY-4942).

Classification of Hard Coals According to the Roga Method, by N. M. Ionescu, N. D. Dumea, 10 pp.


The Fragmentary Use of Investments for Transport Installations in the Forestry Sector, P. Ionescu, 10 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Revista Padurilor, Vol LXXV, No 6, 1960, pp 349-351.


Increasing the Productivity of Forests, by Ing. A. Marian, (NY-4929).

The Importance of Applying State Standards to Seed Stocks, by Ing. I. Dirlau, (NY-4745).
RUMANIAN, per, Standardizarea, Vol XII, No 6, 1960, pp 293-297.

The Economic Cooperation of Poland With the Other Socialist Countries, (4400-3/2).
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 11, 1960, pp 112-115.

SERBIAN, per, Finansije, No 5, 1960, pp 255-256.
Eastern Europe

**Economic (Contd)**

SERBIAN, per, Finansija, No 5, 1960, pp 256-259.

SERB. N, per, Sluzbeni List FNRJ, Vol XVI, No 5, 3 Feb 1960, pp 141-156.

SLOVAK, per, Silnicni Doprava, No 2, 1960, pp 24, 25.

Organizational Changes in the Communications Sector Under the New Territorial Administration Setup, by Dr. Neuman, (NY-4915).
SLOVAK, per, Vestnik Spolj, No 25, 29 Jun 1960, pp 159-162, 164-166.

JPRS 3908

JPRS 5348

JPRS 5348

*JPRS*
Eastern Europe

Politics


Czechoslovak Note Regarding Border Violations by Citizens of German Federal Republic, 4 pp. CZECH, rpt, Encl to Desp, No 66, Ambassy, Prague, 5 Aug 1960. Dept of State


Leninist Foundation of the Fraternal Relations Between the Czechoslovak Republic and the Socialist Countries, by Jaroslav Sedivy, 13 pp. CZECH, per, Nova Mysl, No 4, 1960, pp 396-405.


- 54 -
CZECH, per, Nova Myri, No 3, 1960, pp 707-912.

CZECH, per, Sbirka Zakonu, Sec 42, 12 Jul 1960, pp 325-331.

CZECH, per, Sbirka Zakonu, Section 44, 1960, pp 337-344.

East German Note Demanding a Peace Treaty With the Two German States, 8 pp.

GERMAN, per, Der Schlamm, Vol XIV, No 20, 11 May 1960, pp 211-22.


POLISH, per, Przeklad Kulturalny, Vol IX, No 22, 26 May 1960, pp 1-5.
Eastern Europe

Political (Contd)

The Class Struggle in the Literary and Ideological Fields in Romania, by Mihe- Valeriu, 7 pp.

SERBIAN, per, Sluzbeni List FNR, No 25, Belgrade, 29 Jun 1960, pp 1, 2.

Military

Rocket Weapons, by Emil KleaI.

Present Situation of the Yugoslavian Navy, by Takahiko Sena.
JAPANESE, per, Ships of the World, No 33, May 1960, pp 62-68.

Guided Rockets and Missiles, Class Air-To-Air, by T. Burakowski, A. Sala, 6 pp.

Brief Review of Research Being Conducted at the Military Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology in Warsaw, by Sw, 4 pp.
POLISH, per, Zolnierz Wojskowy, 24 May 1960, p 3.

A. New Instructions in the Prevention and Treatment of the Poisoning With Phosphorous Organic Compounds in Military Significance.
B. Novelties in the Chemical Arm the Group of the Neuro-Psychic War-Gas Substances, by G. Kotev. C. On the Question of the Terminology of the Gunshot Wounds and Injuries by the Atomic, Chemical and Bacteriological Weapons.
BULGARIAN, per, Vojenno Meditsinsko Delo, Vol I, January 1960, Inc 1 to R-55-60.

- 56 -
Geographic

BULGARIAN, per, Priroda, No 7, Sofia, 1960, pp 30-32.

Eighth Congress of Czechoslovak Geographers in Opava, 28 June to 3 July 1959, by Vladimir Kroutilik, Rudolf Malek, 10 pp.
CZECH, per, Sbornik Ceskoslovenske Spolecnosti Zemepisne, No 4, 1959, pp 330-343.

CZECH, per, Sbornik Ceskoslovenske Spolecnosti Zemepisne, No 4, 1959, pp 351-363.

The Positional Errors of the Trigonometrical Net of the CSR as Indicators of the Type of Transformation of the Coordinates, by Karel Kucera.
CZECH, per, Studia Geophysica et Geodetica, Vol IV, No 2-A, 1960, pp 130-132. (Call No B 662.7400, Eng Tr.)

CZECH, per, Studia Geophysica et Geodetica, Vol IV, No 2-A, 1960, pp 133-150. (Call No B 662.7400, Eng Tr.)
Eastern Europe

Geographic (Contd)

Standing Committee for Geographic Name Orthography, by E. Maynen, 6 pp.

Geodesy and Cartography in the GDR, by K. Schilling, 10 pp

Development of the Potsdam Geodetic Institute After 1945, by K. Reichendorf, 5 pp.


Ten Years of Activity of the "Chamber of Technology" in Surveying and Cartography in the GDR, by A. Zappe, 7 pp.

Test Area "... Geodetic Length Measuring Instruments", by F. Toepfer, 10 pp.

Arrangements and Accuracy of Laplace Azimuths in Major Geodetic Networks, by M. Schaedlich, 9 pp.
Eastern Europe
Geographic (Contd)

The Results of Map Production Method on Forming Individual Map Signs, by K. Ziemer, 9 pp.


Lake Balaton, by Rudolph Sachse.
GERMAN, per, Z fuer den Erdkundeunterricht, Vol XII, No 5, 1960, pp 194-198. (Call No G13, 248, Eng Tr)

Natural Zones of Yugoslavia, by Ryszard Czarnecki.
POLISH, per, Czapymo Geographiczne, Vol XXX, No 4, 1959, pp 429-450. (Call No G23 G99, Eng Tr)

Cartographic Conference in Budapest, by Wieslaw Krolikowski.
POLISH, per, Przeglad Geodezyjny, Vol XXXII, No 3, 1960, pp 71-74. (Call No QB275, P97, Eng Tr)

Contour Lines Accepted for Base Maps at the Scales of 1:5,000 and 1:10,000, by Bronislaw Slupeczanski.
POLISH, per, Przeglad Geodezyjny, Vol XXXII, No 3, 1960, pp 74-75. (Call No QB275, P97, Eng Tr).

Country Planning on a Stereoscopic Model, by Wiktor Richert.
POLISH, per, Przeglad Geodezyjny, Vol XXXII, No 3, 1960, pp 82-86. (Call No QB275, P97, Eng Tr).
Eastern Europe

Geographic (Contd)

Geodetic Conference in Budapest, by
Adam Linsenbarth.
POLISH, per, Przeglad Geodezyjny,
(Call No QB275, P97, Eng Tr)

Geomorphological Map of the Dobrogea Platform,
by Petre V. Cotet, (NY-4776).
RUMANIAN, per, Natura, No 2, Bucharest, 1960,
pp 42-49.

Sociological

Revised Penal Code of the People's Republic
of Albania, pp.
ALBANIAN, monograph, Kodi Penal i Republikos

Bulgarian Ministry of Education and Culture
Regulation Governing Scholarships in Training
Establishments, (DC-4481).
BULGARIAN, np, Izvestiya na Prezidiuma na
Narodnoto Shtranje, Vol XI, No 06, 16 Aug
1960, pp 1-4.

Organization of Production Training in
Secondary Polytechnical Schools in Sofia,
by Zakhlen Bekhar, 15 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Narodna Prosveta, No 5,

The Program of Juvenile Delinquency in
Bulgaria, by Petur Raychev, 12 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Narodna Prosveta, No 5,

Bulgaria's New School Plan and Curriculum
for the Primary School, by Aleksandar
Madzharov, 14 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Narodna Prosveta, No 6,
Eastern Europe
Sociological (Contd)


The Czechoslovakian Ideological and Cultural Revolution Is Advancing Toward Victory, by Ta'ao Ying, 6 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hzung-ch'i, No 9, 1 May 1960, pp 38-42.

School Reform in Bulgaria, by Dragošlav Veljkovic, 7 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Savremena Škola, Vol XV, No 1, 2, 1960, pp 101-106.

Law on Faculties and Universities in Yugoslavia [Item 133]. (DC-432).

Problem of Social Distribution in the Yugoslav Public Services, by Milo Jovicevic, (DC-4352).
CROATIAN, per, Socijalna Politika, Vol X(XV), No 6, 1960, pp 14-24. *JPRS

Criminal Action Against Minors and the Tasks of the Yugoslav Welfare Organs, by Bronislav Skabarne, (DC-4352).
CROATIAN, per, Socijalna Politika, Vol X(XV), No 6, 1960, pp 25-41. *JPRS

CROATIAN, per, Sociologija, Vol II, No 1, 1960, pp 124-131. JPRS 3339

The Director in the System of Worker Self-Administration, by Rudi Supek, 9 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Sociologija, Vol II, No 1, 1960, pp 132-137. JPRS 3339
Open Letter by Dr. Wilhelm Steiner, Vice President of the Fir [International Federation of Resistance Fighters], to Hubert Hain, Publisher of the Periodical "La Voix Internationale de La Resistance," 3 pp.
GERMAN, per, Der Widerstandskämpfer, No 6/7, 1960, p 11.

GERMAN, per, Deutsche Bauzeitschrift (DBZ), No 6, 1959.

GERMAN, per, Deutsche Bauzeitschrift (DBZ), No 6, 1959, pp 685-701.

News Items From Institutions of Higher Learning, 8 pp.

The Structure of Crime in Poland According to the Number of Individuals Actually Sentenced, by Jozef Szczucki, (M-4478).
POLISH, per, Nowe Prace, No 6, 1960, pp 803-812.

Development of Legislation in the Sphere of Workers' and Social Administration and the Communal System, by Makso Snuderl, 14 pp.
Eastern Europe

Biographies

Adolph Eichmann, Nazi Leader and Israeli Prisoner, by Rober Pendorf, 26 pp.

Israel Will Hang Eichmann, by Egon Vacek, 6 pp.
GERMAN, per, Stern, No 29, 16 Jul 1960, pp 36, 38, 39.

A Biography of Tadeusz Tempka, by Mieczyslaw Kubiczek, 10 pp.

A Biography of Mieczyslaw Michalowicz, by Antonina Sokolowska-Dekowa, 6 pp.

A Nobel Prize in Czechoslovakia - Yaroslav Geyrovskiy, by Irchi Brabenets, 4 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Nauka i Zhizn', No 5, 1960, pp 14-16.
Economic

New Danish Corporation Tax Legislation, 24 pp.
DANISH, rpt, Encl 2-5 to Dep No 32, Ambassy, Copenhagen, 8 Aug 1960.

Kouvola, Kymenlaakso-Growing Capital.
FINNISH, per, Lennattaja, Vol XLIV, No 1, 1960, pp 24-26. (Call No HE 7601.156, Eng Tr.)

Water Supply in Rural Districts in Finland,
by Erling Corneliusen.
NORWEGIAN, per, Kommunalt Tidskrift, Vol XLVII, No 3, 1960, pp 82, 83. (Call No JS6201 K32, Eng Tr.)

Political

DANISH, np, SF, No 20, 20 May 1960, pp 4, 5.

The History of the CPSU, by Junius, 5 pp.
DANISH, np, SF, No 20, 20 May 1960, pp 6-7; No 21, 27 May 1960, pp 6-8.

Socialism in Denmark and Its Development,
19 pp.

After the Summit Fiasco: Nikita Khrushchev's Great Chance Which Was Wasted, by Kai Moltke, 3 pp.
DANISH, np, SF, No 21, 27 May 1960, p 4.

Khrushchev's Campaign Against Bureaucracy and Inequality: Signals of Internal Politics, by Gert Petersen, 3 pp.
DANISH, np, SF, No 23, 10 Jun 1960, p 5.

JPRS 3897

JPRS 3897

JPRS 3897

JPRS 3897

JPRS 3897
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Northern Europe

Political (Contd)

Haaretz Boris Pasternak, (Some Words in Memory at His Death), by Borge Madsen, 3 pp. 
DANISH, np, SE, No 23, 10 Jun 1960, pp 6-8. JPRS 3897

FINNISH, np, Kansa Uutiset, 17 Apr 1960, pp 5, 6; 19 Apr 1960, pp 3, 4. JPRS 3612

Welcoming Address of Chairman Aaltonen at Twelfth Congress of Finnish Communist Party (They Have Not Been Able to Isolate Our Party From the People), 4 pp. 
FINNISH, np, Kansa Uutiset, 17 Apr 1960, Helsinki, p 7. JPRS 3612

Military

Reduced Defense Appropriations. 
NORWEGIAN, np, Aftenposten, 13 Jan 1960. Mary 2588/ ONI 682

Geographic

NORWEGIAN, per, Norges Offisielle Statistikk, Vol XI, No 330, 1958. Dept of Interior

- 65 -
Economic

UAR-Indonesian Trade and Payments Agreement, 6 pp.
ARABIC, rpt, Encl to Desp No 61, AmEmbassy, Cairo, 28 Jul 1960.

Operation Agadir, 24 pp.
FRENCH, rpt, Mar 1960.

Irrigation in Morocco, 6 pp.
FRENCH, rpt, 5 Jul 1960.

Cameroon Investment Code, Approved by the National Assembly of the Republic of Cameroon on 11 June 1960, 8 pp.

The Berliet-Tenere Mission Opens a Direct Route from Algiers to Chad, by H. Lhate.
FRENCH, per, Europe-France-Outremer, No 363, 1960, pp 20-23. (Call No JV 1801.B36, Eng Tr.)

Mauritania in the Iron and Copper Age.
FRENCH, per, Europe-France-Outremer, No 363, 1960, pp 25. (Call No JV 1801.B36, Eng Tr.)

Port Gouraud Iron, by J. Robin.
FRENCH, per, Europe-France-Outremer, No 363, 1960, pp 31-35. (Call No JV 1801.B36, Eng Tr.)

Port-Etienne, Mauritania's Future Doorway to the Atlantic.
FRENCH, per, Europe-France-Outremer, No 363, 1960, pp 48-51. (Call No JV 1801.B36, Eng Tr.)

Development of the Port-Etienne Area, by P. Chauleur.
FRENCH, per, Industries et Travaux d'Outremer, No 75, 1960, pp 59, 60. (Call No HC279.142, Eng Tr.)
The Development and Future of Port Etienne, by H. Didier. FRENCH, per, Industries et Travaux d'Outremer, No 75, 1960, pp 61-71. (Call No HC279.142, Eng Tr.)

Port Etienne, Mauritania's Fishing and Commercial Port, by P. Noguier. FRENCH, per, Industries et Travaux d'Outremer, No 75, 1960, pp 73-78. (Call No HC279.142, Eng Tr.)


Conception and Study of the Zwartberg Meiwen Experimental Road of Prestressed Concrete, by Andre Paduart. FRENCH, per, La Technique Routiere, No 1, 1960, pp 1-18. (Call No TR2, TR5, Eng Tr)

The Road and Railway Bridge at Abidjan in French West Africa, by N. Esquillan. FRENCH, per, Memoires de la Societe des Ingenieurs Civils de France, Mar-Apr 1958.

Russians on the Roof (German Performance in the Manner and Coordination of the Steel Mill Being Constructed at Haukslo), 27 pp. GERMAN, per, Der Spiegel, 30 Mar 1960, Encl to Desp No 199, AmEmbassy, Bonn, 10 Aug 1950.

Greece's Revised Five Year Development Program. GREEK, rpt, Encl to Desp No 1133, AmEmbassy, Athens, 26 May 1960.

Near East/Africa
Economic (Contd)

GOI Officials Statements on Oil Loading Duos Issue, 11 pp.
PERSIAN, rpt, Encl to Desp No 142, AmEmbassy, Baghdad, 30 Jul 1960.
Dept of State 4606883

The Economy of Pakistan, by S. M. Akhtar, (DC-4480).
RUSSIAN, bk, Экономика Пакистана, 1957, p 5-15. *JPRS

Political

Conspiracies of the Free Federation Against the Workers of Africa and the Arab Workers, by Mahmoud al-'Ajani, 'Abd-al-Qan'im al-Ghazzali, (DC-4403).
ARABIC, pamphlet, al'ammarat al-Ittihad al-'Arab didd 'Az-yal Afriqa wal-'Arwal al-'Arab.
*JPRS

Minutes of the First Session of the Committee Charged With the Talk of the Project Aiming at the Establishment of a Corporate Arab Airline Company, 48 pp.
ARABIC rpt, 3 Oct 1959. AF 1412302

Labor Elections, 3 pp.
ARABIC, np, Ittihad al-Ummal, 6 May 1960, Baghdad, p 3. JPRS 3703

Railways Union Memorandum to Premier Qasim, 3 pp.
ARABIC, np, Ittihad al-Ummal, 9 May 1960, Baghdad, pp 1, 4. JPRS 3703

ARABIC, np, Ittihad al-Ummal, 9 May 1960, Baghdad, p 2. JPRS 3703

Spinners and Weavers Union Submits Memorandum to Iraqi Federation of Industries, 3 pp.
ARABIC, np, Ittihad al-Ummal, 13 May 1960, Baghdad, p 2. JPRS 3703
Iraqi Communist Doctrinal Statement
(Interpretations--Basic Foundations for National Unity), by "Ait ash-Shahr".,
6 pp.
ARABIC, np, Ittihad ash-Shahr, p 7.

Patriots' Demands.

Victory Certainly Belongs to the Great African Peoples, by Feng Hua,
6 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-chi, No 6, 16 Mar 1960, pp 42-45.

FRENCH, rpt, Encl 2, 4, 6, 8 to Desp No 377, AmEmbassy, Dakar, 27 Jun 1960.

Legislative Act No 1999 Establishing the Civil Defense for Mozambique, 6 pp.
FRENCH, rpt, Encl to Desp No 9, AmConGen, Lourenco Marques, 17 Aug 1960.

The Truth About Ethiopia, by Tesfa Desta,
(FDC-4473).
FRENCH, bk, La Verite sur L'Ethiopie, Chap 14, pp 16-25.


Mauritanian Islamic Republic Government, by A. Campourcy.
FRENCH, per, Europe-France-Outremer, No 363, 1960, pp 56, 57. (Call No JV 1961.B96, Eng Tr.)
Near East/Africa
Political (Contd)


Summary of Israel's State Comptroller's 1959 Report, 26 pp.
HEBREW, np, Davar, 10 May 1960, p 4.

Leader of Semitic Action Attacks Israeli Government Policy, by Maren Yellin-Mor, 8 pp.
HEBREW, per, Etgar, No 1, Apr 1960, pp 7-10.

Analysis by Central Committee Member On the Meeting of the "Socialist International", 20 pp.
HEBREW, np, Kol Haam, 15, 16, 17 May 1960, Tel Aviv, pp 2, 3.

HEBREW, np, Lamerhav, 31 May 1960, p 2.


PERSIAN, np, Keyhan, No 5038, 5039, 19, 20 Jun 1960, p 28.

The Planning Iraq Needs, 3 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sovremennyi Vostok, No 5, 1960, pp 41, 58.

Guinea in Her Second Year, by Robert Lambott, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sovremennyi Vostok, No 5, 1960, pp 42-47.

Zanzibar -- Africa's Smallest State, by L. Korneyev, 4 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sovremennyi Vostok, No 5, 1960, pp 48, 49.
Near East/Africa
Political (Contd)

Interviews With Members of Turkey's National Unity Committee, (DC-4274).
TURKISH, np, Cumhuriyet, Aug 3, 9, 10, 11.

Military

UAR Law 87 -- General Mobilization, 9 pp.
ARABIC, 1960.

Program of Instruction at Lebanese Military Academy, 35 pp.
FRENCH, ARABIC, rpt, Oct 1959.

Physical Training Activities, (DC-4510).
HEBREW, per, Bamahaneh, 9 Feb 1960.

Two Interviews With the Chief of Staff,
(DC-4510).
HEBREW, per, Bamahaneh, 26 Apr 1960, 27 Sep 1959.

Pre-military Training Activities, (DC-4510).
HEBREW, per, Bamahaneh, 24 May 1960.

Interview With the Chief of the Training Branch, (DC-4510).
HEBREW, per, Bamahaneh, 21 Jul 1960.

Interview With the Chief of the Armored Corps, (DC-4510).
HEBREW, per, Bamahaneh, 22 Jul 1960.

Interview With the Chief of the Manpower Branch, (DC-4510).
HEBREW, per, Bamahaneh, 23 Aug 1960.

Deputy Minister of Defense Discusses Fundamental Change of Defense Setup,
(DC-4510).
HEBREW, per, Leget, Jul 1960.
Near East/Africa
Military (Contd)

Evaluation of Israel's Enemy Military Forces, (DC-4510).
HEBREW, per, Leqet, Jul 1960.

Military Correspondent Reviews 1960 Summer Maneuvers, (DC-4510).
HEBREW, per, Leqet, Jul 1960.

HEBREW, per, Leqet, Jul 1960.

Geographic

Photogrammetry in Lebanon, by E. Sfeir, M. Grappette, B. Mezher, (DC-4407).

Mapping the Nimba Area in Liberia, by K. I. Akerblom.

Sociological

Amendments and Implementing Decrees of Unified Labor Law, 47 pp.
ARABIC, rpt, Encl 1-5 to Desp No 930, AmEmbassy, Cairo, 18 Jun 1960.

Hospital-Building, Opened in the Sorong Leper-Hospital, by B. Zuiderhoek.
DUTCH, per, Nederlands Nieuw-Guinea, No 1, 1960, pp 10, 11, 13.
DUTCH, per, Nederlands Nieuw-Guinea, No 2, Mar 1960.

Interview With Moktar Ould Daddah, Prime Minister, Mauritanian Islamic Republic.
FRENCH, per, Europe-France-Outremer, No 363, 1960, pp 26, 27. (Call No JV 1801.266, Eng Tr.)
Economic


Urban Construction in China During the Last Decade, by Hsu Shih-p'ing, 4 pp. CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 10, 14 Oct 1959, pp 1, 2.

Water Supply and Drainage Engineering Designs in China During the Last Decade, 9 pp. CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 10, 14 Oct 1959, pp 8-11.

Great Achievements of the Nation's Capital in Urban Construction During the Last Decade, 12 pp. CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 10, 14 Oct 1959, pp 10-14.


Tsingtao - A Coastal City, by Yu To, 5 pp. CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 10, 14 Oct 1959, pp 32, 33.

The Rebirth of Lo-Yang -- The Ancient Capital of Nine Dynasties, by Li Ch'eng-Ishien, 7 pp. CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 10, 14 Oct 1959, pp 34, 35.

Short-Term Construction Plan for a New Industrial Area, 7 pp. CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 1, 1960, pp 19, 20.
Far East
Economic (Contd)

Lanchou in a Great Leap Forward, by Liu Hung-ming, 3 pp.
CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 10, 14 Oct 1959, p 35.

Urumchi, by T'ien Yu-k'un, 3 pp.
CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 10, 14 Oct 1959, p 38.

CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 10, 14 Oct 1959, p 39.

CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 10, 14 Oct 1959, p 40, 41.

Urban Construction of Paoting, by Meng Fu-ch'ing, 3 pp.
CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 10, 14 Oct 1959, p 41.

The New T'angshan, by Hsu Ming, Sun Ch'in, Cheng Chi-wen, 3 pp.
CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 10, 14 Oct 1959, p 42.

Ch'eng-she in the Last Decade, by Li Chih-chi, 3 pp.
CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 10, 14 Oct 1959, p 43.

CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 11, 1959, pp 9, 10.

Struggle to Realize a Continued Leap Forward in Urban Public Transportation Work, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Ch'eng-shih Chien-she, No 12, 14 Dec 1959, pp 1, 6, 7, (Excerpts).
Far East

Economic (Contd)

Improve Diversified Operation and Develop Integrated Utilization, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Chieh-fang Jih-pao, 7 May 1960, p 1.


CHINESE, np, Chieh-fang Jih-pao, 18 May 1960, pp 2, 3.


Fly High the Red Flag of Mao Tse-tung's Thinking, Achieve Better and More Thorough Continuous Forward Leap in This Year's Survey and Design Work, 3 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chien-chu, No 5, 13 Mar 1960, pp 1-6.


CHINESE, per, Chien-chu, No 5, 13 Mar 1960, pp 50, 51.

CHINESE, per, Chi-hsieh Kung-yeh Chou-pao, No 60, 20 Feb 1960, pp 6, 7.

Immediately Push Investment Contracts to a New Peak, 3 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chi-hsieh Kung-yeh Chou-pao, No 61, 27 Feb 1960, p 5.

CENSUS, per, Chi-hua yu T'ung-chi, No. 2, 23 Feb 1960, pp. 10-12.


The Important Tasks in Agricultural Statistical Work in 1960, by Huang Chien-chih, 17 pp.
CENSUS, per, Chi-hua yu T'ung-chi, No. 2, 23 Feb 1960, pp. 18-21.

Fukien Industry Is in the Saddle of a Good Horse, by Nan Chiang, 5 pp.
CENSUS, per, Ching-chi Tao-pao, No. 650, 21 Dec 1959.


Problems of Equilibrated and Disequilibrated Development of Socialist Economy, (NY-4967).
CENSUS, per, Ching-chi Yen-chiu, No. 5, 1960, pp. 23-42.

CENSUS, per, Ching-chi Yen-chiu, No. 6, 1960, pp. 1-12.
Far East

Economic (Contd)


On Basic Contradictions of a Socialist Society, (NY-4967).
CHINESE, per, Ching-chi Yen-chiu, No 6, 1960, pp 20-35.

Experiences in Expansion of Pigskin Production in Shantung, by Li Ming, 3 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Ch'ing-kung-yeh, No 16, 28 Aug 1958, p 4.

Operation of Lan-ch'ing Railway Extended to Hsi-ning, by Kuang Ta, 10 pp.
CHINESE, np, Chung-kuo Hain-wen, No 2032, 5 Oct 1959. 65771

Heilungkiang Work Report, 12 pp.
CHINESE, np, Heilungkiang Jih-pao, 26 Mar 1960, pp 1, 2.

Work Report by Honan Provincial People's Council, by Chao Wen-fu, 40 pp.

High-Speed Development of Agriculture: Struggle Basically to Change the Appearance of Our Province's Agriculture and Realize the Start of Agricultural Modernization Within 3-5 Years, by Yen Ta-kai, 8 pp.

CHINESE, per, Hsin Chien-shu, No 5, 1960, pp 36-42.

- 78 -
Far East Economics (Contd)

CHINESE, per, Hua-hsueh Kung-yeh, No 8, 21 Apr 1960, pp 3-5.

Chemical Industry Briefs, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hua-hsueh Kung-yeh, No 9, 6 May 1960, pp 7, 9.

Utilization of Waste Material, 3 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hua-hsueh Kung-yeh, No 9, 6 May 1960, pp 26, 27.

CHINESE, per, Hung-chi, No 6, 16 Mar 1960, pp 36-41.

CHINESE, per, Hung-chi, No 9, 1 May 1960, pp 1-6.

Extensive Operation of Local Railways, by Lu Cheng-ts'ao, 10 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-chi, No 9, 1 May 1960, pp 7-12.

The Laboring People Must Be the Masters of Machines, by Chin Hsueh, 8 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-chi, No 9, 1 May 1960, pp 13-17.

Develop the Comprehensive Use of Lumber With Artificial Boards as the Core, by Yung Wen-t'ao, 8 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-chi, No 13, 1 Jul 1960, pp 15-19.
Engage Extensively in the Comprehensive Use of Lumber and in the Chemical Industry for Lumber Production, by Hsu Yeh, 8 pp.  

CHINESE, per, Hung-chi, No 15, 1 Aug 1960, pp 6-15.  

CHINESE, per, Hung-chi, No 15, 1 Aug 1960, pp 16-21.  

Expedite the Reform of Agricultural Techniques, Intensify the Farm Tool Innovation Movement, by Sung Wei-ching, 11 pp.  
CHINESE, per, Hung-chi, No 15, 1 Aug 1960, pp 22-27.  

Continue to Advance Raising High the Red Flag of the General Line, by Li Fu-ch'un, (DC-3502/26).  
CHINESE, per, Hung-chi, No 15, 1 Aug 1960, pp 28-35.  

The Non-Cash Account Calculations of Our Country's Banks, by Huang Ya-ying, (DC-3502/26).  

Basic Experiences in the High Speed Development of the Agricultural Science of Our Country, by Ch'eng Chao-chuan, (DC-3502/26).  
CHINESE, per, Hung-chi, No 16, 16 Aug 1960, pp 16-23.  

New Trends in the After-Hours Education of the Workers of Shanghai, by Ma Fei-hai, (DC-3502/26).  

- 80 -
Far East Economic (Contd)

Ten Years Like a Day, by Ch' en Chi, (DC-3502/26).

Fight Victoriously Calamities and Pests so as to Achieve an Abundant Harvest, by Chen Yu, 4 pp.

The Plains North of the Huai River Have Changed Their Form -- The Area Has Been Woven Into a Silver River Network -- It Was a Gravely Place Before -- Today Rice Is Growing Everywhere, by Chi Ming-hsien, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 7 Apr 1960, p 11.

At High Speed Nurture Socialist Utilization of Man's Capabilities, by Kuo Ying-ch'iu, 5 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 7 Apr 1960, p 12.

More Reform and More Service From Industrialists and Merchants, by Wen Hsiao-hok, 5 pp.

Cannot See All the News Things -- Cannot Speak Sufficiently About All the New Changes, by Chi Fang, 4 pp.

The Technological Innovation Is in Bloom All Over Chang-ch'un, by Chang Te-Chuang, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 7 Apr 1960, p 14.

Water Conservancy Projects Are in Being Where Flood Has Been Experienced for Thousands of Years, by Kao I-han, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 7 Apr 1960, p 14.
Far East
Economic (Contd)

Rejoice -- Leap Forward Upon Leap Forward, by Chou Shu-chuan, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 7 Apr 1960, p 15.

Increasingly Implement the Ideological Revolution, by Chen Chung-hsun, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 7 Apr 1960, p 15.

CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 7 Apr 1960, p 16.

Push Our Stage Affairs to a New High Tide, by Ting Kuo-shan, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 7 Apr 1960, p 16.

Raise the Production of Hogs so as to Have One Head Per Mou, by Cheng Chao-chiung, 6 pp.

Shih Shan Becomes a Forest of Mulberry Trees, by Ch'en Feng-ying, 3 pp.

The 100 Percent Pregnancy Movement of Livestock Production, by Wang Tsai-tien, 6 pp.

Large Batch of Fine Horses, by Yang Hsien-ting, 4 pp.

High Speed Construction at the Pao-tou Steel Plant, by T'an Ch'un-hsiung, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 10.

- 82 -
Par East
Economic (Contd)

The Knowledge Hidden in the Hearts of Men Is Manifesting Itself, by Sun Yi-nien, 8 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 10.

CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 10.

Educational Revolution at Tsinghua University, by Chiang Nan-hsiang, 9 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 11.

Three Great Treasures Shine Brightly Over the Precious Island of the Homeland, by Chen Hsiu-an, 7 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 11.

Water Being Diverted to Good Use on Lei-chou Peninsula, by Chao Kuang-chu, 6 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 11.

The "Three Coordinates" In Institutions of Higher Education, by Ting Po-te, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 12.

The "Three Coordinates" for Studying Chairman Mao's Writings and Scientific Research, by Ma Yuan-chun, 5 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 12.

CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 12.
Far East

Economic (Contd)

CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 12.


State Farms Should Be the Pioneers in the Technological Reform of Agriculture, by Tao Ching-chu, 5 pp.


Let 100 Flowers Bloom, Let 1000 Sails Fill, and Let 10,000 Horses Gallop, by Ch'en Ming-jen, 3 pp.


The Technological Innovation Is in Bloom, by Hua Kuo-ying, 5 pp.


- 34 -
Far East Economic (Cont'd)

To Old Friends on Taiwan, by Liu To-ch'un, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 15.

The Facts of the Big Leap Forward Have Educated Me, by Jung I-jen, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 15.

Taiwan Must Certainly be Returned to the Motherland, by Tien Fu-ta, 5 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 15.

Our Friends Are All Over the World, by Chu T'u-nan, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 15.

Participate in Social Services and Carry Out Self Reform, by Yang Yi-chou, 6 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 15.

CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 16.

CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 16.

Always Try to Recognize Your Shortcomings and Correct Them, by Huang Ch'i-haiang, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 16.

Do a Good Job in the Base Units, Strengthen Your Self Reform, by Liang Shang-li, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Apr 1960, p 16.
Far East
Economic (Contd)


Happy to See the Prosperity of the Leap Forward by Miao and T'ung Nationalities in Kweichow, by Wu K'e-chien, 3 pp. CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 14 Jul 1960, p 1.

Far East
Economic (Contd)

Key Chia-mu-ssu Projects Completed on Schedule, 4 pp.


Greater Brightness Ahead, 4 pp.


The Sun Shines as Hundred Flowers Redden, 6 pp.

Shang-Chuang Commune's Seven Changes, 7 pp.
CHINESE, np, Kiangai Jih-pao, Nan-ch'ang, 2 Dec 1959, p 2.

Strive to Change Poor Brigades to Rich Ones, 5 pp.
CHINESE, np, Kiangai Jih-pao, Nan-ch'ang, 4 Dec 1959, p 2.

Mess Halls Economizing, Teams Saving Grains, by Wei Hsin, 5 pp.
CHINESE, np, Kiangai Jih-pao, Nan-ch'ang, 6 Dec 1959, p 3.

Effectively Operate Child Care Centers and Kindergartens, by Chu Tan-hua, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Kiangai Jih-pao, Nan-ch'ang, 6 Dec 1959, p 3.
Far East

Economic (Contd)

Children Reared Well, Mothers Have Enough Energy, Wu Fung Great Division's Experience in the Operation of Kindergarten, 5 pp.
CHINESE, np, Kiangsi Jih-pao, Nan-ch'ang, 7 Dec 1959, p 3.

Let's Have Overall Organization of Rural Trade Markets, 5 pp.
CHINESE, np, Kiangsi Jih-pao, Nan-ch'ang, 8 Dec 1959, p 2.

500 Million Peasants Have Increased Production, Income, and Happiness, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Kiangsi Jih-pao, Nan-ch'ang, 2 Jan 1960, p 4.

People's Commune Expedite Over-all Leap Forward of the National Economy, 8 pp.

CHINESE, np, Kirin Jih-pao, 5 Mar 1960, p 1.

Canton National Economy Achieved a Better Big Leap Forward Last Year; Major Targets of the Seven Year Plan Fulfilled Three Years Ahead of Schedule, 12 pp.
CHINESE, np, Kuang-chou Jih-pao, Canton, 10 Apr 1960, p 1.

Kirin Normal School Reforms Mathematics and Education Systems, 3 pp.

Achievements in Educational Reforms in Pei-kuan Primary School, Hei-shan Hsien, Liaoning Province, 8 pp.
Far East
Economics (Cont'd)

New System of Teaching Russian at the Peiping Academy of Foreign Languages, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Kuang-ming Jih-pao, 5 May 1960, p 2.

Revolutionary Methods of Teaching Foreign Languages at the Shanghai Academy, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Kuang-ming Jih-pao, 5 May 1960, p 2.

South China Subtropical Products Research Institute Has Found New Approach Toward the Integration of Research, Education, and Production, by Chang Ch'ang-hai, Ch'iu T'ing, 7 pp.


More Small, Native Operations for Greater Diversification, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Kung-jen Jih-pao, 10 May 1960, p 2.

New Management System; New Leadership Methods, 4 pp.

Rayon (A Visit to China's First Modernized Fiber Factory), by Li T'ien-ta'ai, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Kung-jen Jih-pao, 10 Jul 1960, p 2.

Viewing the Excellence of Urban Communes From the Standpoint of Labor Work, by Chi Ch'eng, 6 pp.
CHINESE, per, Leo-tung, No 9, 3 May 1960, pp 7-10.

Chiang Ku-hsien, 5 pp.

Ching-hsi Mining Administration Uses "Four Overlapping Eight-Hour Shift System Throughout Its Operations, by Ch'en Yao-te, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Mei-k'uang Chi-shu, No 1, 1960. pp 4, 5.

Coal Mine Turns Out Over 60,000 Metric Tons of Coal Monthly by Hydraulic Mining, 4 pp.
CHINESE, per, Mei-k'uang Chi-shu, No 9, 1960, pp 4, 5.

No 54 Coal Production Team Advances 164 Meters Per Month in Recovery Techniques, 9 pp.
CHINESE, per, Mei-k'uang Chi-shu, No 9, 1960, pp 13-15.

Coal Dressing Plant Achieves Total Automation, 12 pp.
CHINESE, per, Mei-k'uang Chi-shu, No 9, 1960, pp 19-21, 35.

Coal Distribution and Transport Work in the Great Leap Forward, 4 pp.
CHINESE, per, Mei-t'an Kung-yeh, No 30, 30 Dec 1959, pp 6, 11.

CHINESE, per, Shih-p'in Kung-yeh, No 8, 20 Apr 1959, pp 4, 5.
Far East
Economic (Contd)

Actively Look for Resources; Support the Technical Innovation, by Wu Chih-chien, 3 pp.
CHINESE, per, Shih-p'in Kung-yeh, No 11, 5 Jun 1959, pp 6, 7.

A National Anniversary Salute to the High Tide of Increased Production and Economy Movement, by Wang I-chih, 3 pp.
CHINESE, per, Shih-p'in Kung-yeh, No 19, 5 Oct 1959, pp 4, 5.

Labor Heroes, 7 pp.

Production of Synthetic Lotions From Petroleum Sodium Benzene Sulphuric Acid, 5 pp.

Broadly and Deeply Expand the Mass Production Economy Movement, by Chang Kuo-piao, 4 pp.

CHINESE, per, Shih-p'in Kung-yeh, No 23, 5 Dec 1959, pp 5-8. (excerpts)

Refuting the Fallacy That the Great Leap Forward Causes Market Tension, by Chow Fu-lin, 12 pp.
CHINESE, per, Ssu-chuan Ta-hsueh Hsueh-pao, No 5, 1960, pp 1-7.

New Photographic Equipment Used at Peiping's Ta-pei Photo Studio, 7 pp.
CHINESE, np, Ta-pei Kung-Pao, 18 Apr 1960, p 5.
Communes Urged to Initiate Technological Revolution, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Ta Kung Pao, 4 May 1960, p 3.

666 Smoke Insecticide, by Yao Hao-jen, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Ta Kung Pao, 13 May 1960, p 3.

Credit Work's Role in the Promotion of Production, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Ta Kung Pao, 24 May 1960, p 3.

Commune in Chekiang Has Motorized Fishing Boats, 5 pp.
CHINESE, np, Ta Kung Pao, 29 Apr 1960, p 2.

CHINESE, np, Ta Kung Pao, 1 May 1960, p 3.

New Developments in the Interflow of Commodities, by Liu Chen-jung, 5 pp.
CHINESE, np, Ta Kung Pao, 3 May 1960, p 3.

CHINESE, np, Ta Kung Pao, 16 May 1960, p 2.

China's Electrical Industry During the Last Decade, by Chu Ying-huang, Ting Wu-nien, 20 pp.

Technical Expansion of China's Steam Turbine Generation Industry and Future Trends, by Meng Ch'ing-yuan, 9 pp.

Ten Years of the Boiler and Steam Turbine Industry, by Yang Chin-shan, 13 pp.  

Technical Achievements of the Chemical and Electrical Battery-Source Industry, by Pan Fu-Jung.  

Ten Years' Development of the Medium and Small Electrical Equipment Industry, 6 pp.  


Ten Years of Glorious Achievements in the Low-Tension Electrical Equipment Industry, 6 pp.  
CHINESE, per, Tien-chi Kung-yeh, No 21, 10 Nov 1959, pp 6-8.

Ten Years of Technical Achievements in the High-Tension Switch Industry and Future Prospects, by Chou Chung-min, 7 pp.  
CHINESE, per, Tien-chi Kung-yeh, No 21, 10 Nov 1959, pp 9-11.

CHINESE, per, Tien-chi Kung-yeh, No 21, 10 Nov 1959, pp 12-14.
Far East
Economic (Contd)

Achievements of Our Country's Water Transportation During Past Ten Years, by Chang Wen-ang, 10 pp.

Struggle for Completion of the National Plan 10-15 Days Ahead of Schedule in 1959, 4 pp.
CHINESE, per, Tsao-chih Kung-yeh, No 11, 7 Nov 1959, pp 3, 4, 7, 8.


Production of Lithographic Printing Paper With 100 Percent Ricestraw Pulp, 4 pp.
CHINESE, per, Tsao-chih Kung-yeh, No 12, 7 Dec 1959, p 4.

Recommendations From Modern Experience in the Paper Industry From the Labor Heroes Conference, 8 pp.

CHINESE, per, Tsao-chih Kung-yeh, No 12, 7 Dec 1959, pp 26, 27.

CHINESE, np, Tsinghai Jih-pao, 6 Dec 1959, pp 1-4.

On the Reduction of the Dead Weight of Structures, ('SF-1071).
CHINESE, per, T'u-mu Kung-ch'eng Hauch-pao, No 2, 10 Mar 1960, pp 1-7.

*JPRS
Far East
Economic (Contd)

Brick Shell Construction in Kwangtung Province, (SF-1071).
CHINESE, per, Tu-mu Kung-ch'eng Hauch-pao, No 5, 1960, pp 11-24.


Management of Water Resources in New-China, by Ivan Racz.
(Call No GB651, V86, Eng Tr).

INDONESIAN, rpt, Laporan Masa Tahun 1958, 1959, pp 5-162.

Development in Indonesia, by S. Dipokusumo, (NY-4961).

Laws for Protecting Banking Secrecy, 6 pp.
INDONESIAN, per, Mimbar Indonesia, Vol XIV, No 25, 13 Jun 1960, p 12.

The Development of Socialist Aspirations in Indonesia, by H. Ruslan Abdulgani, (NY-4362).

The Role of Culture in Economic Development, by Sarino Mangunpranoto, (NY-4362).
Far East
Economic (Contd)

General Prosperity, Private Enterprise, and Over-All Development, 7 pp.

Indonesia Divided Into 17 P.M.K.L. Areas, 3 pp.

INDONESIAN, per, Siaran Pemerintah, Vol V, No 14, 17 Feb 1960, pp 1, 3, 4.

National Identity at an Impasse, 6 pp.


Ships Built by Indonesian Shipyards, 6 pp.

New Ships for Indonesian Shipping Company, 3 pp.
INDONESIAN, per, Suluh Nautika, Vol X, No 2, 1960, p 42.

Docking Facilities for Djakarta and Surabaja, by Dradjat Dianto, 9 pp.

Towards a Basic Organization, 7 pp.
INDONESIAN, per, Suluh Nautika, Vol X, No 2, 1960, pp 46, 47.
Far East
Economic (Contd)

Tandjung Prick Harbor and Its Improvements, 6 pp.

Benefits of Credits to Farmers, 5 pp.

Marhaenism - An Ideology of the Left, 4 pp.

Indonesian Agrarian Policy Requires Radical Changes, 7 pp.
INDONESIAN, np, Trompet Masjarakat, Vol XIII, No 244, 23 Jun 1960, p 2;

The Rice Problem in Indonesia, by Soeswi Hadivinete, 21 pp.
INDONESIAN, per, Warta Ekonomi, Vol XII, No 38-45, 26 Sep-7 Nov 1959, pp 761-763,
771, 815-817, 900, 901.

JAPANESE, rpt, Encl to Desp No 170,

JAPANESE, per, Aija Keizai Jumpo, No 422, 10 Feb 1960, pp 1-9.

JAPANESE, per, Aija Keizai Jumpo, No 436, 1 Jul 1960, pp 5-14.
Far East
Economic (Cont'd)

Agricultural Problems in Communist China, 6 pp.
JAPANESE, per, Ajia Kenkyu, No 236, Tokyo, 19 Jul 1960, pp 2-7.

Japanese Views on the Policy of Agriculture as Base in Communist China's Economy, (NY-4981)
JAPANESE, per, Ajia Kenkyu, No 230, 16 Aug 1960, pp 2-6.

Communist China's Machine Tool Industry
JAPANESE, per, Nihon Kogyo Shimbun, 13-17 Jul 1960. 654953

Communist China's Spinning Industry and Future Prospects, 8 pp.
JAPANESE, per, Nihon Kogyo Shimbun, 21, 22 Jul 1960. 654955

Problems of Japan-North Korea Trade, 7 pp.
JAPANESE, per, Nihon Kogyo Shimbun, 29, 30 Jul 1960. 657773

Communist China's Fertilizer Industry, 7 pp.
JAPANESE, per, Nihon Kogyo Shimbun, 2 Aug 1960. 657776


Statement at Japan-Soviet Fishery Conference, by Moiseyev.
Far East Economic (Contd)


Urban People's Communes in Communist China, by Hamasu Masami. JAPANESE, per, Tairiku Mondai, Jun 1960.

Agricultural Socialist Competition for This Year in the Far Eastern Oblasts of the Soviet Union, by Miura Hideo. JAPANESE, per, Tairiku Mondai, Jun 1960.


The Officially Established Agricultural Charter of Communist China. JAPANESE, per, Tairiku Mondai, Aug 1960, pp 60-67.


The Socialist Industrialization of Communist China, by Tseng Wen-ching, 168 pp. RUSSIAN, bk, Sotsialisticheskaya Industrializatsiya Kitaya, 1959, pp 140-351.
Far East Economic (Contd)

RUSSIAN, bk, Sotsialistitcheskiye Preobrazovaniya v Sel'akom Khozyaystve Mongol'skoy Narodnoy Respubliki, 1960, pp 3-114.

RUSSIAN, bk, Toplivno-Energeticheskaya Baza Kitayskoy Narodnoy Respubliki, 1959, pp 1-140.

RUSSIAN, per, Gornyy Zhur, No 4, 1960, pp 19-22.

The Success of the 1959 Plan and the Struggle to Achieve the 1960 Plan and the 3-Year Plan, by Le Thanh Nghi, (NY-4983).
VIETNAMESE, monograph, Tren Co So Thang Loi Oua Ke Noach Nam 1959, Ra Sac Fran Bau Hoan Thanh Vu Qu Mal Ke Kosch Cong Nghiep Cua Nha Nuoc Nam 1960 Va 3 Nam, 1960, pp 1-60.

Booklet on Handicraft Production in North Vietnam, by Nguyen Hong Sinh. (DC-4374).
VIETNAMESE, per, Con Dong Tien Leu qua San Xuat Thu Cong Nghiep, Vol II, 1959, pp 23-83.

Roles of Agricultural Leaders in Increasing the Lunar October Rice Crop, by Duong Hong Hien, 8 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Nhan Dan, No 2260, 27 May 1960, p 3.
Problems in the 1960 Plan for Fish Hatching, by Phan Tat Xhoa, 4 pp. VIEHMAMESE, Mnh Dan, No 2663, 30 May 1960, p 3.

Rectification and Reform, by Wu Chiang, 44 pp.
CHINESE, per, Che-hsueh Yen-chiu, May 1960, pp 45-62.

Shanghai Propaganda Department Makes Yet Better Advance, 5 pp.

Go Forward With the Banner of Leninism Raised Higher, by Shih Hsi-min, 11 pp.
CHINESE, np, Chieh-fang Jih-pao, 23 Apr 1960, p 3.

The Poor Should Be More Revolutionary, by To'eng Shang-yu, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Chieh-fang Jih-pao, 23 Apr 1960, p 3.

Unlimited Sources of Creative Power Among the Masses, by Cheng Chung, 6 pp.

Plant Mao Tse-Tung's Ideological Red Flag in the Field of Sciences, by Chin Ping-yang, 7 pp.

On Improving Neighborhood Activities Under the Guidance of the Thought of Mao Tse-tung, 15 pp.
CHINESE, np, Chieh-fang Jih-pao, 8 Jul 1960, p 5.

Protect Leninism -- The Powerful Weapon Against Modern Revisionism, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Ch'ing-nien, No 9, 1 May 1960, pp 2, 3.
Far East
Political (Contd)

CHINESE, per Chung-kuo Ch’ing-nien, No 9, 1960, pp 9-12. JPRS 3904

First and Second Lectures on the Anti-Imperialist Struggle, by Ho I-chia, (SF-1061).
CHINESE, per Chung-kuo Ch’ing-nien, No 14, 16 Jul 1960, pp 27-31. #JPRS

Struggle Resolutely, Stop Imperialist Aggression, by Kuo Chi-ch’u, (NY-4968).
CHINESE, per Chung-kuo Ch’ing-nien, No 15, 1 Aug 1960, pp 18-21. #JPRS

Further Improve Street Collective Welfare and Service Undertakings and Go All-Out to Organize People’s Life to Struggle for Realization of a Continuous Great Leap Forward in Socialist Construction, by Chang Yun, 14 pp.
CHINESE, per Chung-kuo Fu-nu, No 7, 1 Apr 1960, pp 1-4, 17. JPRS 5320

A Critique of Neo-Malthusian Theory, by Wu Ta-k’un, 12 pp.
CHINESE, per Hsin Chien-she, No 5, 1960, pp 14-19. JPRS 5394

CHINESE, per Hsin-hua Pan-yueh-k’an, No 10, 1960, pp 183-185. JPRS 3781

CHINESE, per Hsin-hua Pan-yueh-k’an, No 11, 1960, pp 183-185. JPRS 3834

Translation of Chronology of Important Events, Foreign, and Domestic, (IC-3503/26).
CHINESE, per Hsin-hua Pan-yueh-k’an, No 13, 1960, pp 183-185. #JPRS
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Far East
Political (Contd)

Translation of Chronology of Important Events, Foreign, and Domestic, (DC-3503/27).
CHINESE, per, Hsin-hua Fan-yueh-k'an, No 14, 1960, pp 183-185.

The Movement for the Study of Theory by the Masses in Heilungkiang, by Yu Lin, 9 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung Ch'i, No 9, 1 May 1960, pp 27-31.

In the End the Victory Will Belong to the Japanese People, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung Ch'i, No 11, 1 Jun 1960, pp 4-7.

CHINESE, per, Hung Ch'i, No 11, 1 Jun 1960, pp 16-29.

Full Translation of Chinese periodical "Hung Ch'\i,", No 15, 1 Aug 1960, (DC-3502/25).

CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 5 Apr 1960, p 3.

Make a New Beginning in Arranging Ho Shan, by Li Shun-ta, 3 pp.

The "Poor Sun-Chia-Kou" Period Will Not Manifest Itself Again, by Wang Hsi-ming, 3 pp.

Struggle to Complete Five Years Work in One, by Lung Ming-i, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 5 Apr 1960, p 10.
Far East
Political (Contd)

CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 5 Apr 1960, p 11. JPRS 5436

CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 5 Apr 1960, p 11. JPRS 5436

Seize This Model to Strengthen Your Self Reform, by Shaoo Li-tze, 6 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 5 Apr 1960, p 11. JPRS 5436

Intelligentsia Must Learn From Workers and Farmers, by Yao Kefang, 9 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 5 Apr 1960, p 11. JPRS 5436

Strive To Be a Red and Specialized Intellectual, by Shen Ti-lan, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 5 Apr 1960, p 12. JPRS 5436

The Peoples Commune Is a Blessing, by Tai Chi, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 5 Apr 1960, p 11. JPRS 5436

Learn, Publicize and Defend Leninism, 11 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 22 Apr 1960, p 4. JPRS 5344

An Important Direction, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 22 Apr 1960, p 6. JPRS 5344

Discussion on Parsons' Stand on "The Uneven Balance of Power," by Wu Ssu, 6 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 12 Jun 1960, p 6. JPRS 5453

Basic Objective of Newspaper Work Is to Propagandize the Party, by Chung Chi'ung, 23 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 12 Jun 1960, p 11. JPRS 5453

Contradiction Is the Motive Power for Developing Socialism, by Wu Chih-p'u, 20 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 14 Jun 1960, p 7. JPRS 5453
Far East
Political (Contd)


Mao Tse-tung’s Literature and Ideology in Japan, 6 pp.

Political Schools and After-Work Study Promoted in Kiangsi, 9 pp.

Study of Marxism by the Working Masses, 5 pp.
CHINESE, np, Pei-ching Jih-pao, 6 May 1960, p 2.

Third Session of the Third Peiping Municipal People’s Congress Convenes, 6 pp.

Be "Thorough" and "Meticulous" in Promoting Advanced Experience, 6 pp.

The Fortieth Anniversary of the Indonesian Communist Party, by I Ting, 6 pp.
CHINESE, per, Shih-chieh Chih-shih, No 10, 20 May 1960, pp 20, 21.

The Defeat of US Policies Toward Southeast Asia and Her New Conspiracies, 14 pp.
CHINESE, per, Shih-chieh Chih-shih, No 10, 20 May 1960, pp 24-29.

Our Basic Divergence From the Right Opportunists, by Yu Yung-chih, 30 pp.
CHINESE, per, Ssu-chuan Ta-hauch Hsueh-pao, No 6, 1960, pp 35-44.

JPRS 5344
JPRS 4014
JPRS 5503
JPRS 3867
JPRS 4012
JPRS 5512
JPRS 5577
JPRS 5577
JPRS 5285
Far East

Political (Contd.)

Peiping Fa-lung-ku Communist Party Committee Concentrated on Financial Work, 6 pp.
CHINESE, np, Ta Kung Pao, 29 Jun 1960, p 1.

CHINESE, np, "ben, 6 Jul 1960, pp 2-5.

GERMAN, np, Neue Zuercher Zeitung, No 2150, 23 Jun 1960, p 1.

Democracy for Indonesia, by Hasean Muhammad, (DC-4373).

Short History of the PSI, (NY-4623).

Nine Theses of Marhaenism and Brief Explanations of Them, by Asmar Hadi, (NY-4988).

Systematic Mutual Cooperation, (NY-4623).

The PKI Struggles for a Broad, Strong, National Support, by Sidartojo, 7 pp.
INDONESIAN, np, "Harian Rakjat, 18 May 1960, p 3.

INDONESIAN, np, "Harian Rakjat, 7 Jun 1960, p 2.
Far East
Political (Contd)

Service to the People, Voluntary Labor, by
Siswojo, 6 pp.
INDONESIAN, per, Kehidupan Partai, No 4/5, 1959, pp 55-58.

The Peasant Problem, Valuable Materials From
the Villages, by Sidartojo, 6 pp.
INDONESIAN, per, Kehidupan Partai, No 4/5, 1959, pp 58-61.

Organization, Prevent Bureaucracy in the Party,
by Achmad, 10 pp.
INDONESIAN, per, Kehidupan Partai, No 6-8, 1959, pp 115-119.

Organization, How to Expand the Number of
Contributors to the Party, by L. Darman Tambunan, 8 pp.

Biennial Report on the State Administration
Institute in Indonesia, (NY-4960).

Report on Moluccas Daerah I in Indonesia,
(NY-4960).

In Regard to the Mobilization and Organiza-
tion of the Peasants, by Hartojo, 5 pp.

Prevent Rightist and Leftist Deviations in

The Anti-Security Treaty Struggle in Retrospect.
JAPANESE, per, Koan Joho, 1 Jul 1960, pp 1-9.
Far East
Political (Contd)

The Second Session of the Second National People's Congress.
JAPANESE, per, Taikiku Mondai, Jun 1960.

What Changes Will Communist China's Foreign Policy Undergo?, by Matsumura Tomokatsu.
JAPANESE, per, Taikiku Mondai, Jun 1960.

Relations Between North Vietnam and Communist-Bloc Countries From November 1958 to October 1959, 11 pp.
JAPANESE, per, Tonan Ajia Shiryu, No 20, 8 Jan 1960, 657771

Anti-Treaty Revision Campaign and Modern Revisionism, by Toki Tsuyoshi, (SF-1068).
JAPANESE, per, Zenei, No 2, 1960, pp 33-45.

Fight Against Trotskites and Party Construction, by Iwabayashi Toranosuke, (SF-1068)
JAPANESE, per, Zenei, No 2, 1960, pp 53-60.

Unofficial Translation of Law No 550 and 551 With Annexed Table,
KOREAN, rpt, Encl to Serial No 86-60, NA, Seoul, 17, 23 Jun 1960.

Some Characteristics of the Forms of Transition to Socialism in the CPR, by A. I. Kartimova, (NY-1798).

Uncle Ho Returns From Kimming, by Vu Anh, 14 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Lao Dong, No 746, 14 May 1960, pp 2, 4; No 747, 17 May 1960, pp 2, 4.

The Historical Significance of the Third Party Congress, by Tran Huy Lieu, 4 pp.
### Far East
#### Political (Contd)

**VIETNAMESE,** per, Nghien Cuu Van Hoc, No 4, 1960, pp 14-23, 51.

We Must Understand the Basic Spirit of the Revision of Party Statutes, by Nguyen Chuong, 4 pp.
**VIETNAMESE,** np, Nhan Dan, No 2212, 8 Apr 1960, p 3.

**VIETNAMESE,** np, Nhan Dan, No 2219, 15 Apr 1960, p 3.

Lenin and the Revolutionary Struggle of Our People, by Pham Van Dong, 7 pp.
**VIETNAMESE,** np, Nhan Dan, No 2226, 22 Apr 1960, pp 1, 2.

Meetings With Uncle in Yunnan, by Hoang Quang Binh, 11 pp.
**VIETNAMESE,** np, Thoi Moi, No 2298, 19 May 1960, pp 1, 3.

On the Model Party Member, by Dang Dinh Giap, (DC-4i375).

**VIETNAMESE,** per, Tin Tue Hoat Dong Khoa Hoc, No 4, 1960, pp 42-58.
For East
Military

Military Bases in Japan and Germany Intimidate World Peace, by Chung Hsin-ch'ing, 10 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung Chi, No 11, 1 Jun 1960, pp 8-15.

The Great Expansion of Japanese Militarism in Southeast Asia, 6 pp.
CHINESE, cp, Ta Kung Pao, 29 May 1960, pp 1, 4.

Why and How to Study Warfare, by T. B. Simatupang, 46 pp.
INDONESIAN, per, Indonesia, Vol X, No 12, 1959, pp 552-572.

Geographic


Notes on I-ning (Kuldaja), by Wu-yang Yang. CHINESE, per, Lu-hsing-chia, No 1, 1958, pp 38, 39. (Call No D5701 L95, Eng Tr).


Airphotos as a Map Substitute for Service Units, by Captain S. Sunarto.
INDONESIAN, (Call No EIP 352362, Eng Tr.).

Geodesy and Cartography in the Chinese People’s Republic, by V. N. Lysuyk, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Geodeziya i Kartografiya v Kitayskoy Narodnoy Respublike, No 3, 1959, pp 64-74.
Far East
Sociological

New Curriculum for Medical Schools, 10 pp.
CHINESE, mp, Chieh-fang Jih-pao, 3 Jun 1960, pp 1, 2.

CHINESE, mp, Chieh-fang Jih-pao, 5 Jun 1960, p 5.

How to Comprehend the Problem of Organizing All Aspects of the Economic Life of People in Cities, by Hsin I-chih, 13 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Ch'ing-nien, No 7, 1 Apr 1960, pp 4-7.

Wholeheartedly Support Organization of the Economic Life of People in Cities -- A New Event, by Yang Hsiu, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Ch'ing-nien, No 7, 1 Apr 1960, pp 13, 14.

Views of Marriage, by Lin Lieh-hu, 6 pp.

Answers to Some Questions on the Common Sense of Buddhism, by Yin Shui, 9 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hsien-tai Fo-hsueh, No 12, 1959, pp 26-30.

CHINESE, per, Hsien-tai Fo-hsueh, No 3, 1960, p 17.


The Second Year of Agricultural Middle Schools in Communist China, by Ou-yang Hui-lin, 10 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hsin-hua Fan-yueh-k'an, No 5, 1960, pp 84-87.
Engage Extensively in After-Hours Education and Quickly Train Technicians, by Lin Feng, 12 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hsin-hua Pan-yueh-k'an, No 6, 1960, pp 97-100.

Summary and Evaluation of the All-China Workers' After-Hours Education On-The-Spot Conference in Heilungkiang, by Li Chieh-po, 10 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hsin-hua Pan-yueh-k'an, No 6, 1960, pp 100-103.

Develop the Great People's Health Work, by Hsu Yun-pei, 13 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-chí, No 6, 16 Mar 1960, pp 9-16.

A Health Red-Flag City - Fo-shan in Kwangtung, by Chiang Lin, 10 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-chí, No 6, 16 Mar 1960, pp 16-22.

The New High Tide of Mass Study of Theory by the Youth, by Hu K'o-shih, 6 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-chí, No 11, 1 Jun 1960, pp 37-41.

Intensify the Socialist-Communist Education Campaign in the Rural Areas, by Lin T'ieh, 9 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-chí, No 15, 1 Aug 1960, pp 1-5.

CHINESE, per, Hung-chí, No 15, 1 Aug 1960, pp 28-32.

On the Unity of Opposites, by Hwang Feng, 14 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-chí, No 15, 1 Aug 1960, pp 33-41.
Part-Time Education Is a Very Important Part of the People's Educational Undertaking, by Chang Kuo-fan, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 7 Apr 1960, p 11.

The People Teachers Have a Glorious Position, by Han Tso-te, 3 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 7 Apr 1960, p 16.

Fudan University Establishes New Mathematic Department, by Ku Ch'ao-hao, 15 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 7 Jun 1960, p 11.

Forms of Cultural Revolutions in the Tribal Areas, by Pan Ti, Yu Ch'ang-ch'in, 8 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 12 Jun 1960, p 4.

CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 12 Jun 1960, p 5.

Shansi Establishes Comprehensive University, by Teng Feng, 12 pp.

Future of Communist Workers University Looks Bright, by Lin Chung, 16 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 12 Jun 1960, p 10.

Take Effective Steps to Have Young Overseas Chinese Well Educated, by Ch'u Hui-fang, 11 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 12 Jun 1960, p 11.

Criticism of Hsiang Yueh by Historians, by Bing Jan, 6 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 13 Jun 1960, p 7.

The Experience in Reforming Eight Courses, 5 pp.
CHINESE, np, Kuang-ming Jih-pao, 19 Apr 1960, p 2.

Anti-Illiteracy Movement Can Be Put Into High Gear, 4 pp.
CHINESE, np, Kuang-ming Jih-pao, 19 Apr 1960, p 3.
Far East

Sociological (Contd)

The Seven-Year Old An-lung Night College, 5 pp.


Great Significance of Factory-Operated Spare-Time Schools in Communist China, by T'ao Lu-chia, 8 pp.

While Using Phonetics to Liquidate Illiteracy, Strengthen the Study of Han Characters, 4 pp.

CHINESE, per, Min-tsu Yen-chiu, 4 May 1959, 48 pp. 8577

CHINESE, per, Ssu-chuan Ta-huaeh Haueh-pao, No 6, 1960, pp 23-34.

Report on the First Item on the Agenda by the Delegation of the Union of Teachers of China, (DC-4384).
FRENCH, pp 1-7.

Polytechnical Higher Education in Korea, by Ferenc Dobo, 6 pp.

Cybernetics and New Technological Ideology,
by Sugita Motonori, (NY-4806).
JAPANESE, bk, Shakai gaku Kenkyo, No 2, 1959, pp 101-144.
Far East
Sociological (Contd)

A List of Catalogues of Books Published in Communist China, Parts 1, 2, 3, 35 pp.
JAPANESE, per, Ajia Keizai Jumpo, No 417, 20 Dec 1959, pp 15-29; No 421, 1 Feb 1960, pp 23, 24;
No 424, 1 Mar 1960, pp 21-23.


KOREAN, np, Minju Chosen, No 4684, 28 Jun 1960, p 4.

Measures to Ensure the Success of the Work of Recommending New University and College Students,
by Yi Sung-il, 7 pp.
KOREAN, np, Minju Chosen, No 4685, 29 Jun 1960, p 2.

Progress in the Competitive Production Movement and Accomplishments of Labor Unions in
Enterprise Management, 8 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Lao-Dong, No 715, 3 Mar 1960, p 3.

Problems in Writing About the Agricultural Cooperativization Movement, by Nguyen Hoi,
8 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Khan Dan, No 2199, 26 Mar 1960, p 4.
Far East
Biographic

Candidates From Hanoi, 15 pp.
VIETNAM, np, Trudo Hanoi, No 468,
21 Apr 1960, pp 2, 3.

Candidates From the Vietnam Socialist
Party, 5 pp.
VIETNAM, par, To Quoc, No 150, 1 May
Economic

Illustrated Booklet on Port Activities of Rouen.  
FRENCH, rpt, Encl 1-2 to Serial No 195-60, US NA,  
Navy/ONI 5100530

Establishment of Special Patents for Drugs, 8 pp.  
FRENCH, rpt, Encl to Desp No 199, Ambassadors,  
Dept of State 4314170

Determination of the Wearing Strength of  
Leather Sole.  PROGIL-MAS, Aarhus, by  
H. Martin, 12 pp.  
FRENCH, per, Bull de l'Association Francaise  
des Chimistes des Industries du cuir et Documents  
Scientifiques et Techniques des Industries du  
cuir, No 1, 1956, pp 22, 23.  
CSIR 119

"Works of Art" on Motorways, by P. Soutter.  
FRENCH, per, Bulletin Technique de la Suisse  
Romande, No 9, 1958.  
US Bur of Reclamation  
Denver, Colorado

French Railroad Builders Alsthom and MTE  
(SPAC-JEUMONT-SW) Deliver First of 50 Type-  
CC 6,000 HP Locomotives to USSR, by Daniel  
Caire, 15 pp.  
FRENCH, per, Chemins de Fer, No 216, 1959,  
pp 69-81.  
JPRS 6008

Akjoujt Copper, by J. Chenier-s.  
FRENCH, per, Europe-France-Outremer, No 363,  
1960, pp 37-40. (Call No JV 1301.E36, Eng Tr.)  
AMS

The Water Problem.  
FRENCH, per, Europe-France-Outremer, No 363,  
1960, pp 61-63. (Call No JV 1301.E36, Eng Tr.)  
AMS

Akjoujt Copper.  
FRENCH, per, Industries et Travaux d'Outremer,  
No 75, 1960, pp 93-95. (Call No HC279.I42,  
Eng Tr.)  
AMS

Fort Gouraud Iron.  
FRENCH, per, Industries et Travaux d'Outremer,  
No 75, 1960, pp 98-99. (Call No HC279.I42,  
Eng Tr.)  
AMS
Western Europe

Economic (Contd)

Nouakchott Fresh Water Supply, by P. Elouard.
FRENCH, per, Industries et Travaux d'Ou\textit{\textfrancaise},
No 75, 1960, pp 93, 100. (Call No HG279.142,
Eng Tr.)

The Underground Cable Service of the Bordeaux
Regional Directorate of Telecommunications, by
M. Rouzoul, 22 pp.
FRENCH, per, Revue des Post \textit{\textfrancaises} de
France, Mar/Apr 1952, pp 37-47.

The 1955 Budget, by Roses, Michaudet, 7 pp.
FRENCH, per, Revue des Post \textit{\textfrancaises} de
France, Jan/Feb 1959, pp 2-6.

Road Work in the Provinces and in Big Cities,
by R. Mechelynck.
FRENCH, per, Routes et Circulation, Vol X,
No XII, 1957, pp 267-269. (Call No TE 2.837,
Eng Tr.)

Development of 36 kV and 150 kV Networks of
Electric Lines Supplying the Brussels Area,
by R. Normand, J. George.
FRENCH, per, Societe Roya\textit{\textfrancaise} des Electri-
ciens Bulletin, No 4, 1955. pp 273, 274, 275-
280. (Call No TE 2, 840, Eng Tr.)

Some Reflections on the Future of European
Integration, by Dr Prusky, 16 pp.
GERMAN, recto verso, No 109, Am\textit{\texten}bassy,
Vienna, 29 Jul 1960.

Analysis of East/West Trade, Apr 1960,
14 pp.
GERMAN, recto verso, Beobachtungen zum Ostverkehr im
Monat, Apr 1960.

Shipbuilding in Spain.
GERMAN, per, Europa, No 23/24, 1 Jun 1960,
pp 1134-1158.

Development of Scrap Iron Quantities and Prices
in the European Coal and Steel Community, by
W. A. Guldner.
GERMAN, per, Stahl und Eisen, 21 Jan 1960,
pp 90-102.
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Western Europe

Economic (Contd)

On the Location of Modern Iron Works at the Coast,
by A. H. Ingen Housz.

Considerations of Economy in the Choice of the
Charge in Open-Hearth Steel Process, by G.
Schmidt.
GERMAN, per, Stahl und Eisen, 3 Mar 1960,

Every Eighth Swiss Has a Telephone, by G. A.
Wettstein, 6 pp.
GERMAN, per, Technische Mitteilungen PTT,

Control of Quality in the Iron and Steel
Industry, by G. Odone.
ITALIAN, rpt, Conference on Statistical Control

The Mechanical Details Centre as an Aide to
the Control of Quality, by M. Casadio.
ITALIAN, rpt, Conference on Statistical Control

Preliminary Experience on Head Losses in Canals
Due to Changes in Section, by Gianni Formica.
ITALIAN, per, L'Energia Elettrica, Vol XXXII,

Italian Law No 522 of July 17, 1954; Shipbuilding.
ITALIAN, per, Gazzetta Ufficiale, 22 Jun 1960.
Western Europe

Political

FRENCH, np, Le Drapeau Rouge, 19 Apr 1960, pp 3-5. JPRS 3707

Conclusions From the Work of the Thirteenth National Congress; the Task of the Communist Party: To Give the Masses the Way to a New Policy, by Ernest Burnelle, 5 pp.
FRENCH, np, Le Drapeau Rouge, 20 Apr 1960, p 1. JPRS 3707

Resolution on Algeria, 3 pp.
FRENCH, np, L'Humanite, 1 Jul 1960, Paris, p 6. JPRS 3852


Closing Speech by Maurice Thorez, 10 pp.
FRENCH, np, L'Humanite, 5 Jul 1960, Paris, pp 5, 6. JPRS 3852

Coexistence and Socialism, by Franz Marek, 6 pp.
GERMAN, per, Weg und Ziel, Vol XVIII, No 3, 1960, pp 179-185. JPRS 3707

Relaxation and Class Struggle, by Franz Marek, 6 pp.
GERMAN, per, Weg und Ziel, Vol XVIII, No 5, 1960, pp 328-334. JPRS 3707

ITALIAN, per, Corrispondenza Socialista, Vol I, No 1, 1960, pp 11-19. JPRS 3954
Western Europe
Political (Contd)

Relations Between the Italian Communist Party and Italian Socialist Party; and Between the CPAI and CCP, by Antonio d'Ambrosio, 15 pp.

The Current Situation and the Struggle of the Italian Working Class, by Palmiro Talmay, (4400-D/1).
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 11, 1960, pp 80-91.

JPRS 3954

Military

Italian Army and Military Expenditures, by Sennuccio Benelli, 4 pp.


Landing Craft, Vision, Courage and ... to the Beach, by R. Vierna.

JPRS

Navy Tr 2619/ONI 782

Geographic

Savannah, by Felice Incardona, 5 pp.
ITALIAN, per, Tempo, Vol XXII, No 14, 2 Apr 1960, pp 20-22.

Dept of Commerce
Maritime Admin Prop & Supply Sv
Western Europe

Sociological

Opening Address of Secretary-General Novella to Fifth Congress of CGIL (Unity of Workers and Labor Unions to Raise Salaries and Living Standard), 8 pp. ITALIAN, np, L'Unita, 3 Apr 1960, pp 1, 8. JPRS 3612

Closing Address of Secretary-General Novella to Fifth Congress of CGIL (Novella's Appeal to Immediate Unity--Action), 7 pp. ITALIAN, np, L'Unita, 8 Apr 1960, pp 1, 2. JPRS 3612

Problems of the Fifth Congress of the (Communist-Controlled) General Confederation of Italian Labor (CGIL), 29 pp. ITALIAN, per, Rinascita, Vol XVII, No 3, 1960, pp 173-190. JPRS 3612
Economic
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JAPANESE, per, Tetsu to Hagane, Mar 1958, pp 386-388.

Explosive Charge With Increased Detonating Power, by Georg Fredrik Von Krogh, Carl Petter Sensson, 6 pp.
NORWEGIAN, Patent No 35,376.

Measurement of Pore Sizes in Brick, by R. Pampuch.
POLISH, per, Prace Inst Hutn, No 11, 1959, pp 11-17.

General Critical Review of the Methods Used in the Stress Analysis of Important Arch Dams, by J. L. Serafin.


SERBIAN, bk, Sbornik Prednasek Pracovniku Vyzkumneho Ustavu Topelne Techniky, 1956, pp 143-164.
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Scientific

**Engineering (Contd)**

SERBIAN, per, Sbornik Statniho Vyzkum Ustavu Tepelne Tech, 1953, pp 103-125.

A Theory of the Deformation and the Failure of Concrete, by Erling Reinius.

Brickmaking, 13 pp.
SWEDISH, per, Tekniske Information, No 11, 1957, pp 3-7.

UKRAINIAN, per, Sbornik Trudov Laboratorii Gidravlicheskih Mashin, Ak Nauk Ukrain SSR, No 6, 1956, pp 142-148.
Scientific Fuels


Scientific

Geophysics

Kogan, T. D. Koronatova, K. S. Glazova, M. A.
Kuznetsova.
RUSSIAN, bk.

A New Hypothesis for the Origin of Oil, by
M. E. Al'tovski, Z. I. Kuznetsova, B. M.
Shvets.
RUSSIAN, bk, 1958.

Authigemic Minerals in Sedimentary Rocks,
by G. I. Teodorovich.
RUSSIAN, bk, 1958.

Seismic Investigations in the Seas and Oceans,
RUSSIAN, bk, Itogi Nauki, 1959.

The Ocean Depths as a Subject of Study, by
L. A. Zenkevich, A. P. Lisitsyn, G. B.
Udintsev, 31 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Itogi Nauki, 1959.

Investigations of the Floor Relief of Seas
RUSSIAN, bk, Itogi Nauki, 1959.

Qualitative and Quantitative Characteristics
of the Deep-Sea Bottom Fauna of the Ocean,
by L. A. Zenkevich, G. M. Belyeyev, Ya. A.
RUSSIAN, bk, Itogi Nauki, 1959.

Report on Scientific Work in Geomagnetism
RUSSIAN, rpt, Soobshcheniya o Nauchnykh
Rabotakh po Geomagnetizmy i Aeronomii, 1957-

Report on Scientific Work in Meteorology and
Physics of the Atmosphere, 1957-1959,
(NY-4896).
RUSSIAN, rpt, Soobshcheniya o Nauchnykh
Rabotakh po Meteorologii i Fizike Atmosfery,
Scientific

Geophysics (Contd)

RUSSIAN, bk, Trudy Kompleksnoy Antarkticheskoy
Ekspeditsii, Akademii Nauk SSSR, Meteorologiya
i Gidrologiya, Klimat Antarktiki, 1959,
pp 216-251.

Cosmic Ray Variations Underground, at Sea Level
and in the Stratosphere, by L. I. Dorman,
(MY-4993).
RUSSIAN, bk, Variatsii Kosmicheskikh Luchey Pod
Zemley, Na Yrovne Morya i v Stratosfer, No 1,
1959, pp 7-58.

Present Methods of Preparing Frozen Ground for
Excavation, by S. S. Cheinokov.
RUSSIAN, per, Gorodskoy Moz
Mask, Vol 20(YII, Corps of Engineers
No 12, 1953, pp 1923. 657759

By Radio From Antarctica, by A. G. Dralkin,
3 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Informatsionnyy Byulleten'
Sovetskoy Antarkticheskoy Ekspeditsii, No 12,
1959, pp 47-49.

On Turbulence Conditions Above the Air Layer
Near the Ground, by A. B. Kazanskiy, A. S.
Monin, (NY-5024).
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geofiz,
No 1, Jan/Feb 1960, pp 165-168.

Calculating the Distribution of Gamma-Ray
Quanta by Energy in the Atmospheric Layer
Near the Earth's Surface, by R. M. Kogan,
(NY-4894).
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geofiz,
No 4, 1960, pp 530-547.

Results of Research on Natural Aerosols Over
Various Regions of the USSR, by A. G.
Laktionov, (NY-4894).
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geofiz,
No 4, 1960, pp 566-574.
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RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geofiz, No 5, 1960, pp 707-713.

Three "Velocities" of Corpuscular Streams From Chromospheric Flares, by O. A. Barsukov, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geofiz, No 5, 1960, pp 743-745.

Some Results of Simultaneous Photographic and Radar Observations of Auroras, by V. I. Pogorelov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geofiz, No 5, 1960, pp 753-755.

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geofiz, No 5, 1960, pp 756-757.

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geofiz, No 6, 1960, pp 836-846.

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geofiz, No 6, 1960, pp 910-913.

Calculation of the Possible Dimensions of Waves During Atlantic Hurricanes, by V. V. Shuleykin.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geofiz, No 7, 1960, pp 1013-1021.

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geofiz, No 7, 1960, pp 1042-1055.
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Geophysics (Contd)

Comparison of the Parameters of Radio Reflection With Variations of the Magnetic Field During Auroras, by V. I. Pogorelova, (DC-4404).
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geofiz, No 7, 1960, pp 1032-1035. *JPRS

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geograf, No 3, 1960, pp 157-159. JPRS 3917

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geograf, No 4, 1960, pp 3-10. *JPRS

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geograf, No 4, 1960, pp 112-145. *JPRS

RUSSIAN, per, Magnitnoye Pole Zemle, 1959, pp 2-41. JPRS 5435

USSR Literature on Meteorology, Hydrology and Oceanography Published in 1959, 12 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Met i Gid, No 6, 1960, pp 44-49. JPRS 4021

On the Possible Cause of Changes in the Sun-Atmosphere Relationship, by L. A. Vitel's, (NY-5013).
RUSSIAN, per, Met i Gid, No 7, 1960, pp 9-13. *JPRS

Method of Calculating the Temperature of the Water in the Upper Layer of the Sea in the Warm Part of the Year, by N. A. Belinskiy, M. G. Glagoleva, (NY-5013).
RUSSIAN, per, Met i Gid, No 7, 1960, pp 14-21. *JPRS
Scientific

Geophysics (Contd)

Literature on Meteorology, Hydrology, and Oceanography in 1959, (NY-5013).
RUSSIAN, per, Met i Gid, No 7, 1960, pp 51-55. *JPRS

Rocket Departs for the Zenith, by B. Kolokolov, 3 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Nedelya, No 9, 24-30 Apr 1960, pp 8, 9. JPRS 3860

Absorption of Gamma Rays by Sedimentary Rocks,
by L. C. Polak, N. B. Rapoport.

Radio Emission of the Moon, by A. Ye.
RUSSIAN, per, Priroda, No 5, 1960, pp 11-18. JPRS 5352

Allowance for Non-Linear Terms in the Equations of Thermodynamics and Hydrodynamics in the Solution of Problems on Long-Range Forecasting of the Meteorological Elements, by E. N. Blinova.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Inst Fiz Atmos Ak Nauk SSSR, No 2, 1958, pp 54-65. DSIR LLU M.1531

On the Dynamics of Large-Scale Atmospheric Processes, by N. I. Buleyev, G. I. Marchuk.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Inst Fiz Atmos Ak Nauk SSSR, No 2, 1963, pp 66-104. DSIR LLU M.1521

Influence of Wind on Currents in Bering Strait, the Causes of Their High Speeds and Predominantly Northerly Direction, by V. B. Shtokman.

RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Tsentral Inst Prognozov, No 71, Moscow, 1958, pp 11-16.

Climatological Relations of Synoptic Processes, by L. G. Borisova.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Tsentral Inst Prognozov, No 71, Moscow, 1958, pp 27-39.

RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Tsentral Inst Prognozov, No 71, Moscow, 1958, pp 40-43.

RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk, No 4, 1960.

Alkali-Pegmatites of the Afrikande Massif, by E. A. Bagdasarov.

CHINESE.

CHINESE, per, K'o-hsueh Hsin-wen, No 29, 21 Sep 1959, 677771.

On Studies of Chi-lien Shan, 4 pp.
CHINESE, per, K'o-hsueh T'ung-pao, No 20, 26 Oct 1959, pp 698-699.

Studies on Basic and Ultrabasic Rocks and Chrome and Nickel Ores, 4 pp.
CHINESE, per, K'o-hsueh T'ung-pao, No 20, 26 Oct 1959, pp 699-701.
Scientific Geophysics (Contd)

Reports on Aurora Borealis by Meteorological Stations in Communist China, by Tseng Ch'iang-w., Feng Yu-chiu, 3 pp.
CHINESE, per, T'ien-ch'i Yueh-k'an, No 9, 23 Sep 1959, p 47. JPRS 3900

Astronomic-Geodetic Highlights From the Soviet Union, by K. Ledersteger, 6 pp.
GERMAN, per, Oesterreichische Z. fuer Vermessungs-wesen, Vol XLVII, No 5/6, Dec 1959, pp 148-152. JPRS 3894

GERMAN, per, Vermessungstechnik, No 3, 1960, pp 63-65. JPRS 3913

Progress in Hungarian Meteorology, 7 pp.
HUNGARIAN, per, Idojaras, No 2, Mar/Apr 1959, pp 125-128. JPRS 3774

UKRAINIAN, per, Dopovidi Ak Nauk Ukrain RSR, No 3, 1960, pp 387-391. JPRS
Scientific Mathematics

Parts of Some Detailed Syllabuses in Mathematics. RUSSIAN, rpt, Moscow State University. DSIR LLU M.1090

Biographic Information of Soviet Scientists in the Field of Mathematics, (DC-4502).


Investigation of Certain Classes of Functions in Multi-Value Logic, by V. V. Martynyuk, (DC-4406).
RUSSIAN, bk, Problemy Kibernetiki, No 3, 1960, pp 49-60. *JPRS

On the Complexity of Realizing Functions of Algebraic Logic by Formulas, by O. B. Lupanov, (DC-4406).
RUSSIAN, bk, Problemy Kibernetiki, No 3, 1960, pp 61-80. *JPRS

RUSSIAN, bk, Problemy Kibernetiki, No 3, 1960, pp 81-88. *JPRS

RUSSIAN, bk, Problemy Kibernetiki, No 3, 1960, pp 89-94. *JPRS

RUSSIAN, bk, Problemy Kibernetiki, No 3, 1960, pp 95-122. *JPRS

Scientific Mathematics (Contd)

RUSSIAN, bk, Problemy Kibernetiki, No 3, 1960, pp 139-143. *JPRS

RUSSIAN, bk, Problemy Kibernetiki, No 3, 1960, pp 149-170. *JPRS


RUSSIAN, bk, Problemy Kibernetiki, No 3, 1960, pp 181-208. *JPRS

English-to-Russian Translation Algorithm, by T. N. Moloshnaya, (3901-D/35).

RUSSIAN, per, Byul Ak Nauk USSR, No 1, 1947, pp 113-123. DSIR LLU M-1394

Motion of a Point With Variable Mass Along an Optical Tracking Line, by I. F. Vereshchagin, (NY-4926).

RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk SSSR, No 7, 1960, pp 108-111. *JPRS

Mathematical Statistics in Quality Control, by J. Gejiacek, A. Zaludova, 6 pp.
CZECH, per, Strojironstvi, No 50, 1954. *AEC
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Scientific Medicine

Lenin’s Theory of Reflection and the Contemporary Physiology of Sense Organs, by N. I. Grashchenkov, (MT-4291).

The Organization of the Control of Venereal and Infectious Skin Diseases in the USSR, by L. I. Fandeyev, (SF-1076).
RUSSIAN, bk, Koshchye i Venericheskiye Boleznii, pp 381-394.


On Guard Over Health (The Achievements and Tasks of Soviet Public Health), by N. Vinogradov, (DC-4501).
RUSSIAN, pamphlet, Na Strazhe Zdorov’ya (Ob Uspekhakh i Zadaachakh Sovetskogo Zdravookhraneniya), 1960, pp 3-45.

Prophylactic Inoculations Against Infectious Diseases, by A. F. Plyugger, 38 pp.


Retention of Aerosols Through Breathing, by E. A. Vigdorchik.
Scientific Medicine (Contd)

Scientific Notes (Problems of Cybernetics), by S. N. Braynes, A. V. Napalkov, V. B. Svechinskiy, (NY-5005).
RUSSIAN, bk, Uchenye Zapiski (Problemy Neyrokibernetiki), 1959, pp 1-109. *JPRS

Intraarterial Infusion of Procaine in Therapeutic Practice, by N. K. Gorbadey.
RUSSIAN, bk, Vnutriarterial'nye Vlivaniya Novokaina v Terapevticheskoy Klinike, Lenigrad, 1959, 114 pp. CB

RUSSIAN, bk, Zdravookhranenie i Meditsina Kitayskoy Narodnoy Respublike, 1959, 267 pp. *JPRS

RUSSIAN, per, Arkhiv Anatomii, Gistologii i Embriologii, Vol XXVI, No 4, 1959, pp 3-15. JPRS 5309

The Change in the Activity of the Endocrine glands in Experimental Radiation Pathology, by P. D. Gorizontov, T. I. Tutanova. 23 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Arkhiv Patol, Vol XXII, No 4, 1960, pp 3-14. JPRS 5177

RUSSIAN, per, Arkhiv Patol, Vol XXII, No 4, 1960, pp 21-28. JPRS 5194

RUSSIAN, per, Arkhiv Patol, Vol XXII, No 4, 1960, pp 29-33. JPRS 5454
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Scientific Medicine (Contd)


The Effect of Vasodilating Substances on the Course of an Experimental Myocardial Infarct in Rabbits, by A. A. Iyazdrikova, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Farmakol i Toksikol, Vol XXIII, No 2, Mar/Apr 1960, pp 136-159.

Pathohistological Changes in the Parenchymatous Organs of Cats in Repeated Administrations of Certain Cardiac Glucosides, by V. P. Govorov, A. A. Rogov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Farmakol i Toksikol, Vol XXIII, No 2, Mar/Apr 1960, pp 140-142.

RUSSIAN, per, Farmakol i Toksikol, Vol XXIII, No 2, Mar/Apr 1960, pp 169-173.


RUSSIAN, per, Gig i San, Vol XXV, No 7, 1960, pp 26-30.

RUSSIAN, per, Gig i San, Vol XXV, No 7, 1960, pp 56-60.

Thromboembolic Complications in Surgical Treatment of Rheumatic Heart Diseases, by A. A. Busalov, 13 pp. 


Cardiac Catheterization in Patients With Stenosis of the Tricuspid Valve, by Yu. S. Petrosyan, A. D. Levant, 13 pp. 

Scientific Medicine (Contd)


The Clinical Significance of the Dynamics of Total Protein and Protein Fractions in the Blood Serum of Patients Suffering From Pulmonary Cancer, by S. S. Grigorov, 8 pp.

Factors Changing the Characteristics of Microorganisms, by N. A. Krasil'nikov.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Biol, No 6, 1959, pp 814-831. 9071051

RUSSIAN, per, Khirurgiya, Vol IV, 1947, pp 53-56. 9070813

Therapy of Extensive, Severe Burns, by P. L. Ginzburg, (R-4381).

Burn Therapy, by V. A. Polyakov, (R-4381).
RUSSIAN, per, Khirurgiya, Vol XXXVI, No 6, 1960, pp 98-104.

Radioactive Iodine in the Diagnosis and Therapy of Cardiovascular Diseases, by A. F. Leshchinskii, (SF-1074).

Angiocardiography in Diseases With an Absence of Pulse, by V. V. Zhavoronkov, Ya. V. Paktovskiy, (SF-1074).

The Significance of Phonocardiography in Clinical Practice, by A. I. Koblents-Mishke, (SF-1074).

Remission of Hypertensive Disease, by A. V. Klisosov, N. K. Belayeva, 14 pp.

Development of Sanitary and Bacteriological Laboratories in Moscow Province for Forty Years, by V. A. Bashenin, E. V. Shestakova.
RUSSIAN, per, Lab Delo, Vol V, No 6, Nov/Dec 1959, pp 55-.

The Problem of Early Diagnosis of Cancer of the Uterine Cervix, by N. V. Fedorova, 4 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Lab Delo, Vol VI, No 3, May/Jun 1960, pp 4-6.


Twenty-Seventh All-Union Conference of Surgeons, 26 pp.
Scientific

**Medicine (Contd)**


Remote Results of the Use of a Mechanical Vascular Suture in Surgical Treatment of Aneurysms by Means of End-to-End Anastomosis, by I. I. Shimanko, 12 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Novyy Khir Arkhiv, No 2 (224), Mar/Apr 1960, pp 55-63. JPRS 5368

Radiation Therapy of Malignant Bone Tumors, by S. A. Pokrovskiy, A. M. Semenova, P. Ya. Nekrasov, 14 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Novyy Khir Arkhiv, No 2 (224), Mar/Apr 1960, pp 89-96. JPRS 5370


Scientific Medicine (Contd)

The Most Important Problem of Biology, by S. M. Gerstenzon, I. P. Kok, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Priroda, Vol XLI, No 5, 1960, pp 54-56.


The Content of Adrenocorticotropic Hormone (ACTH) in the Adenohypophyses of Control and Irradiated Rats, by M. A. Larina, 9 pp.

The Role of the Hypophysis and Adrenals in the Regulation of Systolic Blood Pressure in Irradiated Rats, by A. A. Grafov, 9 pp.

The Effect of Ionizing Radiations on the Adrenocorticotrophic Activity of the Peripheral Blood of Rats, by E. R. Bagramyan, 10 pp.

The Zinc Content in Some Objects of the External Environment and in Normal and Pathologically Altered Thyroid Glands, by M. M. Kovalev, 17 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Problemy Endokrinol i Gormonoterapii, Vol VI, No 3, 1960, pp 52-61.

The Function of the Thyroid Gland in Diabetes Mellitus According to Data From Radioactive Iodine Indication and Basal Metabolism, by Z. I. Tsuykho, 8 pp.
Scientific Medicine (Contd)


Control of Infectious Diseases in the Seven-Year Plan, by V. M. Zhdanov, (NY-4884).

The Effect of Alkaloids of Rauwolfia on Renal Hemodynamics in Hypertension, by P. I. Mishchenko, (NY-4884).
RUSSIAN, per, Terapevticheskoy Arkhiv, Vol XXXII, No 5, 1960, pp 7-12.

Resistance of Renal Vessels in Hypertension Patients Treated With Reserpine, by N. S. Leont'yeva, (NY-4884).


Therapy of Cardiac Insufficiency With Convallotoxin, by V. I. Cherlov, (NY-4884).
RUSSIAN, per, Terapevticheskoy Arkhiv, Vol XXXII, No 5, 1960, pp 26-34.

Indications for Surgical Treatment of Mitral-Aortic Stenoses, by G. M. Solov'yev, (NY-4884).

Changes in the QRS Electrocardiogram Complex in Myocardial Infarct, by T. B. Korenevskaya, (NY-4884).
Scientific Medicine (Contd)


The Mammals of Western Siberia as Carriers and Sources of Human Disease, by S. P. Karpov, V. M. Popov. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Tomsk U, No 142, 1956, pp 345-352.


Scientific Medicine (Contd)


The Immunochemistry of Malignant Change of Tissues, by B. S. Gostev, (SF-1069).

The Work of the Division of Immunology and Oncology of the Institute of Epidemiology and Microbiology imeni N. F. Gamaleya, by L. A. Zil'ber, (SF-1069).


Measures for the Further Improvement of Medical Service to the People and the Protection of the Health of the Population of the USSR, (NY-4886).

To the Further Development of Soviet Public Health, (NY-4810).

Free Homoplastic Transplantation of Bone Marrow as a Therapeutic Agent in Acute Radiation Sickness, by V. A. Revis, 13 pp. 

Basic Principles of the Organization of Radiologic Service in Various Therapeutic Institutions, by A. V. Krizova, T. S. Seletskaya. 9 pp. 


RUSSIAN, per, Veterinariya, Vol. XXXVII, No 3, 1960, pp 31-84. 9071050 

Antibiotics in the Case of Experimental Anthrax in Animals, by G. V. Cheglokova. 
RUSSIAN, per, Veterinariya, No 7, 1960, pp 43, 44. 

The Portable Apparatus for Getting of Aerosols and for Their Use in Veterinary Medicine, by N. A. Chereshnev. 
RUSSIAN, per, Veterinariya, No 7, 1960, pp 78-80. 


RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Onkologii, Vol VI, No 4, 1960, pp 7-22. 
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RUSSIAN, per, Voyennoe-Med Zhur, No 6, 1957, pp 75-80.

RUSSIAN, per, Vrachebnoye Delo, No 9, 1959, pp 95-101.

Gangliolytics in the Therapy of Ulcerous Diseases, by S. M. Ryss, (SF-1079).

Significance of Determining the Hyaluronidase Activity of Blood Serum in Gastric Cancer, by A. V. Pavlyushchik, 4 pp.


Ways of Finding Reserves of Medical Personnel, by Yu. N. Ivanov, (SF-1109).
RUSSIAN, per, Zdravoookhraneniye Rossiyyskoye Federatsii, Vol IV, No 6, 1960, pp 3-6.

RUSSIAN, per, Zdravoookhraneniye Rossiyyskoye Federatsii, Vol IV, No 6, 1960, pp 10.

Measures for Further Improving the Medical Service and Health Protection in Tadzhik SSR, (NY-4886).
Scientific Medicine (Contd)


Indirect Hemagglutination Reaction in Detection of Botulinus Toxin. Report I. Detection of Botulinus Toxins Type A and B by Means of Indirect Hemagglutination Reaction (Modified by Rytsai), by V. A. Sinitsyn. RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Mikrobiol, Epidemiol i Immunobiol, No 3, 1960, pp 22-27. 9071060


Combined Immunization With Living and Chemical Vaccines in Experiment. Report I. Simultaneous Vaccination With Anaerobic Absorbed Anatoxins and With Living Plague or Tularemia Vaccines, by R. A. Saltykov, E. M. Zensakov. RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Mikrobiol, Epidemiol i Immunobiol, No 4, 1960, pp 60-64. 9071064
A Standard for the Botulinum Antiserum Type B,
by F. A. Chertkova, N. S. Grodko, A. A. Ushakova,
I. Ya. Denisova, F. M. Kats, G. V. Dudarenko.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Mikrobiol, Epidemiol i Immunobiol, No 4, 1960, pp 84-87. 9071063

Effectiveness of the Concentrated Antitoxin Serums of the C and D Types in the Experiment,
by F. F. Rezenov.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Mikrobiol, Epidemiol i Immunobiol, No 4, 1960, pp 87-93. 9071053

Ring Test to Determine Antigenic Properties of C, Botulinum Toxins and Toxoids of the A and B
Types, by Z. A. Voronova.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Mikrobiol, Epidemiol i Immunobiol, No 4, 1960, pp 94-99. 9071057

Utilization of the Indirect Hemagglutination Reaction for the Indication of Botulin Toxins
Report II. Modified Method of the Indirect Hemagglutination Reaction and Its Comparative
RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Mikrobiol, Epidemiol i Immunobiol, No 4, 1960, pp 102-107. 9071054

On the Composition and Disposition of Patients in USSR Psychiatric Institutions, by A. M.
Rapoport, (NY-4893).
RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Nevropatolog i Psikhiatrii imeni S. S. Korsakov, Vol XLVII, No 1, 1957,
pp 95-103. *JPRS

Differentiation of Space Conditioned Stimuli,

Neuro-Humoral Factors Controlling the Behaviour of Animals, by K. Lissak, E. Endroczi,
(NY-4887).
Scientific Medicine (Contd)


The Taxonomic System of Sporozoa (Class Sporozoa, Phylum Protozoa), by E. M. Kheisin, 21 pp.


New China's Advances in Anatomy, by Chang Yun, (NY-4954).
CHINESE, bk, Ch'ing-chu Chien-kuo Shih-chounieh I-hsueh K'o-hsueh Ch'eng-chiu Lun-wen-chi, 1959, pp 31-35.


CHINESE, bk, Ch'ing-chu Chien-kuo Shih-chounieh I-hsueh K'o-hsueh Ch'eng-chiu Lun-wen-chi, 1959, pp 42-44.

The Effects of Phospholipids on Tissues, by Ma Wen-chao, (NY-4954).
CHINESE, bk, Ch'ing-chu Chien-kuo Shih-chounieh I-hsueh K'o-hsueh Ch'eng-chiu Lun-wen-chi, 1959, pp 47-51.
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Scientific Medicine (Contd)

Studies on the Spinal Column and the Cerebellum, by Teang Yu-ch'uan, (NY-4954).


CHINESE, per, Chung-hua Erh-k'o Tsa-chih, Vol X, No 5, Sep 1959, pp 403-413.

A Decade of Progress in the Prevention and Treatment of Kala-azar, by Yuan Ch'eng-wen, 9 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-hua Erh-k'o Tsa-chih, Vol X, No 5, Sep 1959, pp 431, 432.

A Decade's Achievements of the Chinese Medical Association by Fu Lien-chang, 10 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-hua Nei-k'o Tsa-chih, No 9, 13 Sep 1959, pp 813-815.

New China's Progress in Internal Medicine, 50 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-hua Nei-k'o Tsa-chih, No 9, 13 Sep 1959, pp 816-833.

Scientific Medicine (Contd)


Organization of Health Services for People's Communes in Honan, 6 pp. CHINESE, per, Jen-min Pao-chien, Vol I, No 12, 1959, pp 1156-1158.


Scientific Medicine (Contd)


Scientific Medicine (Contd)

The Possible Formation of the Rh-gene Complex, by W. Heimbold, 16 pp.

Leukocyte Damage Promoting Leukocyte Migration, by B. Schar, R. Meier, 9 pp.
GERMAN, per, Experientia, Vol XV, No 12, 1959, pp 468-470.

GERMAN, per, Experientia, Vol XVI, 15 Feb 1960, pp 75-76.

Cholesterol and Fatty Acids as Substitutes for Serum in the Culture of Trichomonas Fetus, by W. Wyss, F. Kredolfer, R. Meier, 5 pp.
GERMAN, per, Experientia, Vol XVI, 15 Apr 1960, pp 141, 142.
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Izmeritel'naya Tekhnika, No 11, 1959.


Koks i Khimiya, No 3, 4, 1960.

Pribyori i Teknika Eksperimenta, No 6, 1959.


Radiotekhnika i Elektronika, Vol IV, No 1-6, 1959.


Svarochnoy Proizvodstvo, No 12, 1959.

Uspekhi Khimii, No 1, 1960.


Vestnik Vozdushnogo Flota, No 2 (657949), No 3 (658023), No 4 (658028), 1960.
Voyennno-Meditsinskiy Zhurnal, No 6, 1960.  
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JPRS 5280  
JPRS 5284  
JPRS 5434  
CB  
Cleaver-Hume Press  
Cleaver-Hume Press  
FP  
CB  
CB  
AIP  
Sov Phys-Tech Phys  
Vol V, No 2
7 September 2004

Ms. Roberta Schoen  
Deputy Director for Operations  
Defense Technical Information Center  
7725 John J. Kingman Road  
Suite 0944  
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060

Dear Ms. Schoen:

In February of this year, DTIC provided the CIA Declassification Center with a referral list of CIA documents held in the DTIC library. This referral was a follow on to the list of National Intelligence Surveys provided earlier in the year.

We have completed a declassification review of the “Non-NIS” referral list and include the results of that review as Enclosure 1. Of the 220 documents identified in our declassification database, only three are classified. These three are in the Release in Part category and may be released to the public once specified portions of the documents are removed. Sanitization instructions for these documents are included with Enclosure 1.

In addition to the documents addressed in Enclosure 1, 14 other documents were unable to be identified. DTIC then provided the CDC with hard copies of these documents in April 2004 for declassification review. The results of this review are provided as Enclosure 2.

We at CIA greatly appreciate your cooperation in this matter. Should you have any questions concerning this letter and for coordination of any further developments, please contact Donald Black of this office at (703) 613-1415.

Sincerely,

Sergio N. Alcivar  
Chief, CIA Declassification Center, Declassification Review and Referral Branch

Enclosures:

1. Declassification Review of CIA Documents at DTIC (with sanitization instructions for 3 documents)
2. Declassification Status of CIA Documents (hard copy) Referred by DTIC (with review processing sheets for each document)
## Processing of OGA-Held CIA Documents

The following CIA documents located at DTIC were reviewed by CIA and declassification guidance has been provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OGA Doc ID</th>
<th>Job Num</th>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Fldr</th>
<th>Doc</th>
<th>Doc ID</th>
<th>Document Title</th>
<th>Pub Date</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Proc Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD0845247</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey Through 31 October 1968</td>
<td>10/31/1968</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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